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Swimming Hole
Jeff Weddle

There may be snakes
in the water

probably there are snakes

and sharp rocks
in the shallows

there are also leeches

you can be certain
there are leeches

and all manner
of slick, biting things

but the water is cool
and it is such a heavy day

there may be disease
in the dark water
and sudden pits
for drowning
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there may be ghosts
of missing children
and bodies
still tangled in vines

there may be broken glass
and poison

but it is so hot
and the water feels
delicious

it is best to jump head first
someone said

it is best to get your head under
right away

it is best
not to think about it

it is best to love
the things impatient
to devour you
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achilles heel heart
Rob Plath

some say the twenty-four ribs
protect the heart
i say the heart is an achilles heel
always a target
pierced no matter the armor
even when opening & closing alone
in a small room
i say the twenty-four ribs is a terminal
where the heart awaits the final blade
& the rungs of arched bone
become a fighting cage at last
for worms to war over red shreds
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Sweetie
Jessica Heron

If you’re cold in your bath move the toaster closer.
The clock is ticking, are you coming or going?
When you cum in the bath you aim for your mouth
opening then closing the circle. Close it then.
Make it permanent.
Make haste.
What fool thing lingers between is and is not?
I will gladly clean up. I will eat your secrets
with a kiss. Your blueish lips will stop their chatter.
The clock is ticking. Heat up the water.
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Just to Keep Him Happy
John D Robinson

‘He asked me to wank him
whilst I breast-fed
our baby daughter.
I found it disgusting but
he wouldn’t stop asking,
so I did it,
just to keep him happy.
It wasn’t nice for me,
but I love him and I know
that he sees other women,
he tells me, brags of it,
I know he uses me and
I can’t tell you of the pain
when he fucked my ass!
I asked him to stop,
maybe three or four times,
but he said he couldn’t stop
and carried on; I felt so dirty
and self-disgusted.
It’s been four months
since I saw him last,
he may be dead, murdered
by a jealous husband!
I hope so,’ she said,
lifting her little girl
to kiss and stroke her
soft and beautiful face.
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Walls
Damon Hubbs

The house is playing games with us.
It hides and we seek, digging into soft secret places
the rituals of concealment
a barrow of yellow clay and oyster shells

it hides and we seek, digging into soft secret places
behind air vents and electrical outlets
a barrow of yellow clay and oyster shells
sealing up shoes, a candy G-string,
play wand and flesh loop

behind air vents and electrical outlets
the house breathes with squeaky squamous lungs
sealing up shoes, a candy G-string,
play wand and flesh loop, old newsprint yellowed
as a jar of urine and nail-clippings

the house breathes with squeaky squamous lungs
and croaks a blackbird out of its fireplace;
newsprint yellowed as a jar of urine and nail-
clippings, bottles, more shoes, and a note scribbled 
on a sales notice:

this house has sunk six feet since it was built.

The house is playing games with us.
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Ghosted
Clarice Hare

I stumble through
luminescences of rain:

awake at dawn, sweetened
with salt,

palms crusted like
my knees,

whiter than white. when
river redgum roots snake

and tickle my
unsandaled toes, I gasp

apologies and soak the sludge
with my own blood.

moth-haunted and fly-
haloed like some pale

swamp-goddess of
degenerate creation,
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I spit dew from my
rosebud mouth and curse

them more for taking the canoe
than what they

(falsely)

thought was my
virginity.
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The Quick Side of Night, Wailing
James Diaz

Rita is on the edge
of town tonight
the sound of the rails
are coming in like rain
through a hole in the roof

just one more thing
you can’t keep out

when is love not more give than take
the car is rolling and there’s no brakes
something about the levee can’t hold back
when the floodplain / the vein / just gives right in

been through the burnout / rehab stints /
the decades of bad luck / bad checks /
old story / you know it?
then don’t look down like that
on what you ain’t, for one second,
been in knee deep
and no way out

trash bag on her car window
it’s no fucking metaphor
it’s making due
with whatever you have tucked
underneath the driver’s seat
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there must be light
in all this somewhere
or else why even try, right?

you open the book
and not a damn word of it
feels right tonight
Rita’s chucking bottles at trains
screaming about Ray and Daddy
and when
oh fucking when
is it gonna end

you think the night is long?
you’ve no idea
how fast it goes
down here
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It's So Damn Long
Donna Dallas

When night shrieks in
skirts the very edge
of my nervous system
six degrees below zero
truckstop baren
a penny for any lonely man’s thoughts
who venture in to Sally’s Gas Station

I pine for the dawn
watch for skeletons lurking
in doorways
of surrounding hollowed out buildings
a great horned owl
screeches past me
attempts feebly to solve its hunger problems
or die quietly in some slovenly hovel

Bones littered about
beer bottles
needles
some old stuffed teddy bear
so worn and dirt trodden
it became its own disease
Ima die out here … eventually
after a certain number of shooting stars
die in their blaze of glory
straight over the mountain tops
its scrawled somewhere
under my rib cage
like a barcode
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Jesus sends an angel
every so often
to give a scan check
when I feel that heat
a smile cracks my frozen face
I’ll stare up at those billions of stars
every one of em named by Jesus
every one of em a fiber of this long-ass night

Look north
the mountains glare threatening
ain’t no home in those hills
but I watched a few takers
locked and loaded
with knapsacks and water bottles
take the trek with stubborn praise
not one sorry sap made it back

Some stars are born to glory
some are deadass blazers
until they fade
to space dust

Ima stay right here
watch the stars drip down
dead and alive
into this gorge of Edom
brimming with agony

Set myself up
with my teddy
wait for my star to turn
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Ranting as the Clock Strikes Three
John Tustin

It’s another night where it’s too hot
But not so hot that I can comfortably
Sleep naked
So I don’t sleep and the fan overhead
Whispers almost imperceptibly
Whir whir whir whir whir

Tomorrow will be another morning
With either the sun like a cudgel
Coming down on my body
Or the rain an endless rasp of tears
Crying down to the oblivious earth
Or, worst of all, both alternating

Sometimes I think no one wants me
Sometimes I can’t be alone enough
Sometimes I wonder when they’ll come
To get me
And now I can hear them trying to get
Deep inside

They’re in they’re in
I feel like they’ve gotten in

They’re going to kill me because they think
I know too much
And I want to die
Because I think I know nothing
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I’m floating in the river of shit
I feel right at home

I’m falling asleep
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The Clothed Truth
Jay Maria Simpson

Something bad just happened to me
and I really threw myself into it

It was the day before yesterday
probably a Sunday
the sky remembered to write to the moon
in fairy floss across the sky
like crimson ribbons floating away
wondering why

The moon seemed happy
whistling a tuneless lullaby
to the remembered future
the forgotten past

To me, it all looked rather joyful, hopeful
The sky doing its thing,
hanging out with the contented moon
I walked home, found you there

UNINVITED

I can still hear your pleading prophecy whispering 
with your déjà vu
come write with me and be my love and we will all 
the pleasures prove
try the elixir
suck my blood
I’ll devour your
DISSONANCE
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Music will paint our murals
writing will feed our sacraments
fucking will excite the loving hurting healing
PROWLING

Fly your kite into the abyss
WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE MUD
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a lucrative business  ~  J.J. Campbell

i had a dream
i started a lucrative
business writing
suicide notes for
those who could
never find the
right words

everything was
going great until
my shrink asked
me if i was simply
avoiding writing
my own note

the dream started
to fade from there

and i asked myself
what ever happened
to the dreams about
the beautiful women

i woke up laughing

that fucking shrink
doesn’t know i wrote
my note years ago

just waiting for it
to get published
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Gargoyles
Kristin Garth

in dreams i will follow you to rooms which
cannot be true. knock doors with holes as small
as me where you appraise every inch
you see, timorous, in a half lit hall.
a freshly shaven babydoll closes eyes,
pulls up her dress, ritual you request
before turning the lock. tiptoe by
your flock of gargoyles asleep abreast,
the broken ones you loved the best, unleashed,
still animals at your behest, with teeth
for any who fail your tests. make a feast
of me upon egress if i’m not bequeathed
the night to serve the master, as is right.
only good girls get to stay the night.
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All the Madwomen (Shock Corridor)
Andy Seven

Creeping up a dark crooked staircase
pushing on a large steel door
opened up to a cracked linoleum floor
it was an empty room of women
all the madwomen
one sat in a rocking chair
singing lullabies to a doll with no eyes
and one arm missing
another laughed hysterically at me
choking on her laughter
tears rolling down her face
in cascades of pain
Hearts scrawled all over the walls
boys’ names scrawled in crayons HARRY ADAM 
DAVID CHUCK
a girl stared into nowhere
tearing hair from her head
whispering He Loves Me He Loves Me Not
the little black one baring her teeth at me
pushing me in the back
hissing I’m sick of your shit ya hear?
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The cracked window high above
pouring broken light into the gloom
there was the blonde
who slapped me over and over
“I’M SAD! MAKE ME LAUGH!”
a few clawed between their legs
vigorously rubbing their vaginas
bright red raw
mangling their breasts
as their tongues mechanically rolled around their 
lips
moaning like cows in an abattoir
The room heated up and manic musk filled the 
room
they moved in and
circled all around me
pushing me down and grabbing my sex
kissing and licking and biting me
like piranhas
a swirling maelstrom of hair and teeth
I screamed and screamed
the last thing I heard
was Daddy I love you
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A Dish Served Cold
Rp Verlaine

Again she does
the things I once
found cute
at a party
for friends we
still share at a distance
close enough to register
wounds deep and unkind.

Her smile that shifts
by degrees to look
at me with a sweet sweetness
She could be a cat burglar
with knives for claws
slicing your heart.

A push up bra is an evil
trick but she wears it
to ready effect with
A blouse wide open
as if she was the star
of an orgy.
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I can’t help but stare.

Her tongue licking the
knife while eating cake
is an old move
but she does it
far slower than before.
By the end of the dinner
every man has an erection
and several her phone number.
While all the women, even her
best friend, want to kill her.

She kisses me on cheek
bites it slightly
A final turn on as I
get up to leave.
I hate you she whispers
I know I say as I head
for the door.
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Exit Strategy
C. Renee Kiser

Fade the maze-daze blues
Paid my rat race dues

Impulses i’ve calmed
late,
and collected-
mixed bag of nuts
from the men who dared
test
my crazy

Toss it down
the highest staircase
my short legs can climb
Feel the burn
Have a laugh
Take a bow
Tumble away, my darlings

Snap out of it
Pager buzzing in your pocket
Table is ready-
the new you is waiting
Your memory must be erased
again and your wig is crooked
A tequila sunrise will set you straight

Now,
take the elevator back down,
you dumb bitch
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Hemingway's Shotgun
John Tustin

I need Hemingway’s shotgun.
I need Dylan Thomas’ shot glass
Filled to the brim.
I need Bukowski’s Leukemia,
I need Anne Sexton to leave the car running.
I need a stein filled with heart attacks,
Strokes, aneurisms,
A robbery gone awry.

I need birds streaking across the sky
As I fall to the earth with a dull thud.
I need wolves tearing at my empty flesh
As the carrion-devourers
Await their turn.
I need my words tossed unnoticed
Into a dumpster
When the sad little estate sale is over.

I need them to cry,
To think about me a decade later.
I need you to never recover from such a loss
Although you already dismissed me
Like a General too old, wise and senile
To lead more children into battle.

I need the affliction that would end me.
My hands are too shaky,
My mind too disabled
To load a shotgun
And aim.
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a punch to the dick
J.J. Campbell

these are the nights that apathy tastes
like the first time your grandmother
gave you a sip of gin

the poison that would run through
your veins the rest of your life

yet watching the woman of your dreams
walk away haunts every dream

each step a punch to the dick

trying to pen the perfect poem at three
in the morning while needing to take
a shit in some sleazy motel in the
middle of nowhere

the poet never gets the girl

look out your window and watch a cat
chase a bird as a butterfly chokes on
a hazy summer nightmare
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there once was promise in those skies

now, you only think about how soon
does death greet you in the middle
of the night

another glass of gin

you’ve been preparing for this
all your life
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They should have left me there
Nadja Moore

They should have left me there
To rot. The dog and I watched tv,
Looked outside the window,
Pretended to be mother and son,
Got bored and found ourselves
Covered in a thick blanket,
Indenting that warm spot
on the mattress.
What they thought a ten-year-old
Girl would do with herself
I do not know.
I might have eaten an entire box
Of chocolate fingers, stollen
A few gulps of wine with my eyes
Glued to the doorknob.
I’ve done it all and revel still
In the taste of liquor.
But I was hopeful then,
That’s the difference.
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Rancor Romance
Anthony Dirk Ray

an encrusted blank expression
envelops her face
as she admits
to not loving you anymore

the nights of yelling
of cursing
of disrespect
of hatefulness
from both parties involved
spitting verbal venom
takes its toll

fueled by alcohol
regret and selfishness

feelings of a life squandered
decisions of comfortability
under the guise of love

acrimony supersedes thoughtfulness
bitterness abounds
animosity released
complete antagonism achieved
a loathing unleashed
resentment acknowledged
and acted upon

a wash of relief
overtakes you both
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Tap Tap
John D Robinson

The knock on the door
always comes
at the wrong time,
when you’re lovemaking
on a sunny Sunday
afternoon,
during a drug-drop
when relatives pay
a surprise visit,
when the post delivery
hands over a court date
as the landlady hammers
the door for way overdue
rent,
when your new lover drops
by with a surprise bottle of
wine and you’re already
fucked-up on narcotics
and your previous lover
is waiting on a call,
when a political or
religious pusher
relentlessly pounds
or when the
season of ghosts and
demons from your past,
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rip the door clean
off its hinges,
it’s time to throw
away the key and
look out at the
countless shattered
doors left in
your wake.
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My Kids Wanna Know Why I Have
a Metal Pipe Next to My Bed
Donna Dallas

I like shiny things
I love the cold smooth surface
of this three-foot pewter toned
steel goliath
people have different things next to their bed
like a book
crucifix
perhaps a vibrator

Me, a pipe
I don’t wanna bust their bubbles
as we safely sit
under this cathedral ceiling
in our five thousand square foot space
lined with trees
and pruned bushes
when the doors or windows open
our alarm announces
front door open…patio door ajar
technology is wondrous these days

But the pipe goes back to
growing up in Queens
the back of our home adjacent
to the schoolyard
the crackies finding
their way into our basement
to steal tools
or shimmy into the kitchen door
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the many strange men
our mother tried to rescue
reform, salvage
who wandered around
with a menace in their eyes
that kept us awake for years

When shit went south
as it always did
just never knew
what you would wake up to
Mom in a pool of vomit
piss on the floor
two or three “friends”
seated at the table
sprinkling lines
Jack and coke
a cig burning the formica
someone sitting in the torn up
brown chair
staring into space
sweats
low mumbles
night tremors
or when someone
threatening
would blow out a windowpane

Many times
when 911
took too long
we had no choice
either swing or die
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Andre Breton's Massage Parlor
John Knoll

In my favorite massage parlor
Almost Heaven
a razor sharp pendulum
swings above my neck
Riding me
like a Texas cowgirl
a hooded prostitute
takes it slow and easy
tantalizing slow
excruciatingly slow
the pendulum drops

Timed perfectly with my orgasm
the pendulum stops an inch from my jugular
If I desire to have the pendulum tickle my
neck with a hint of blood the price
goes up which just makes sense
If I want to die having an orgasm
it can be arranged and I’ll be a
life time member of the Suicide Club

The pendulum severs my head
blood splatters the prostitute’s face
I stagger around the mirrored room
look in a mirror my head is still there
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I give the temple prostitute a reverent tip
drive home to an empty farmhouse
next to a corn field
Before slipping into bed
I turn my dead wife’s picture to the wall
The house will burn to the ground tomorrow
luckily I wasn’t home at the time

When I awake in the morning
and look in the bathroom mirror
my head’s reflection is not there
My wife runs from our burning farmhouse
shouting “Surrealista Surrealista
get thee away from me”
I hold my head in my hands
run away from the flames
down a dead end street
named Camino sin Nombre

I am the Prostitute
The lover
The john
A gazelle
The taste of skin
Made of tree
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Not So Strange a Sight, If You Think About It
Jeff Weddle

The man with the stuffed unicorn
is no longer married.

He is mostly bald and a little fat.
The man, I mean.

The unicorn is pink and plush
with a single, white snowflake
in each of his coal black eyes,
and hooves that put you in mind
of mother of pearl.

He doesn’t look like
you would expect, really.

The unicorn, I mean.

He looks more like a hippopotamus
with a festive horn
than he does a magical stallion.

The man looks exactly
as you would expect:
Lost and weary.

The man with the stuffed unicorn
no longer has a child.
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He was a late addition,
but that meant he was treasured
all the more.

The unicorn, I mean.
But you could say the same for the child,
if that’s what you want to talk about.

No one wants to talk about that, though.

His name was Samuel,
but no one ever wants
to talk about him at all.

His mother was Ruth.
The man with the unicorn’s mother, I mean.
Samuel’s mother was Lydia.

No one wants to talk about her, either.

The man with the stuffed unicorn
keeps walking. He keeps walking
until he is just gone.

No one notices.

The unicorn remains plush and beautiful,
and the man will not let him go,
but he will never have a home.
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The Devil Is a Woman
Alan Catlin

Dangerous women with their
cold as death eyes, their skip
a beat hearts, their Camel straight
speech. All of them awash with
off-the-rack whiskies neat, with
their sailors-on-leave spiels,
their rages and their foam at
the mouth fits, their attitudes and
their habits and their evil ways, and
their never crossed twice bottom lines,
their bodies-on-fire pacts with
harder than stone men. All of them
self-directed even with nowhere to go
and how they went there twice
without compunction or regret,
never once looking back.

All of their razor slit dresses,
naked to the thigh and their V
necks revealing more than they
hide. All of their men so desperate
to have them, their weeping is
manifest like exiles without countries,
tribes without names, struggling in
deserts not to become just another
pillar of salt, just another road marker
along the rutted highway into proverbial
valley of death, in that place where all
the bodies are buried, the ones they put
there and the ones they wished they had.
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These never scorned women,
beyond critiques of pure reason,
their followers irrational as escapees
from houses of detention, places of idol
worship, all of them demented,
all of them loyal as three-headed
guard dogs, mastiffs and mongrels.
These women who were the stuff
of legend, the stuff goddesses are
made of, their likenesses cast in stone
and thrust into hell where only the truly
regal reign supreme.
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how can you be such a monster?
Bogdan Dragos

he spent four weeks
away from his family
in a rented apartment
somewhere on
the outskirts
of town

he told them that
he needed this
he was a writer
needed to focus on his work
conducting his research
undistracted

his little girl would call
from time to time
asking daddy to hold his
phone against his forehead
while she made a kissing sound
on the other line

very wholesome
except he lied about
holding the phone
against his forehead
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“How can you be
such a monster?”
asked the naked prostitute
sitting on the edge of his bed

“Shut up,” he said
tossed his phone on the desk
and unbuckled
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Barbiegore
Kristin Garth

Venous Barbies bleed in hot pink as do
the Kens, for dolls with cute sadistic kinks —
or Serial Stacies, little sisters you
didn’t know were the bad seeds, who wink
at polyvinyl chloride able to bleed
out for their pleasure next to the rocket
ship swing sets. Blonde braids,
pink bows, evil deeds
without human regrets, knives in pockets,
tap shoes on the tiniest feet announce
an arrival but exit discreet after
the final heart beat, pink brain matter bounces
off rosy linoleum floors. Laughter
eluding the detectives of Barbiecore —
the aesthetic that slays is Barbiegore.
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A Misconstrued Kindness
Omar Alexandre

the big red muscle is on sabbatical
it took another dig at an empty human
a tainted canvas with damaging emerald eyes
pulling the trigger has always been easy
aiming is the problem and there’s only
so many times that i can blow my brains out
before i actually blow my brains out
but i’m not there yet so instead
i’ll splatter my brain on to the page
and write about how cruel you were
and title it after something stupid you said like
a misconstrued kindness
i guess i don’t know anything anymore
maybe i really have lost my mind
i’ve grown too old and
the heart isn’t what it used to be
the orchestra has been replaced by a dj
and now there is nothing left but rot and bones
a bad copy of the original barely crippling by
just trying to forget
and trying to remember how to do it all over again
because the truth is little is known
why a small thought of you
amounts to a drastic night filled
with bad poetry
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How We Did Things Back in the Day
Jeff Weddle

You send out the thing that wants to be a book.
You wait.
You wait a long time. You wait a very long time.
The thing comes back: “No thanks.”
Might as well say, “You suck.”
Rinse. Repeat.
And again and again and again.
Years pass in endless repetition.
“Does not fit our current needs.”
“Not our aesthetic.”
“We don’t publish crap like this.”
“We know where you live
and are coming to kill you.”
“We have ceased publication
because of this awful shit.”
“Go straight to hell, motherfucker.”
You send out the thing that wants to be a book.
You wait.
The thing that wants to be a book
begins to rot.
It festers.
It wants you dead.
It knows your weak spots,
your pressure points,
your night terrors and flop sweats.
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The thing that wants to be a book
will see you suffer, by God, by Hell, by damn.
It is your mistress and your fate.
If you had the balls you would burn it,
but you won’t.
Coward.
You will send it again.
Just once more, and once more and once more.
And you will never forget, ever,
to include sufficient return postage
with your SASE.
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The Ass of God
John D Robinson

Patricia stabbed Ronnie
3 times in the stomach
but he survived and
they got divorced

Texas was a one eyed manager
of the ‘Dripping Spring’ and
after 3 years he hit the road
with 18 months of takings

Ruby was held hostage for 48 hours
and forced by a fuck-freak into
sex acts her modeling career
had never anticipated

Julian was a junkie and bisexual
and a talented artist who
committed suicide by heroin
after his partner had died of AIDS

Monkey Dave, the hash dealer,
died of a broken heart after
learning his beautiful wife
was being fucked senseless
by his friends and customers
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Linda, also a pot dealer,
was sexy and wore short skirts
and tight white panties
and low cut blouses and
died of cancer aged 45

Niko was a junkie
and we all assumed
that he’d die of O/D but
cancer beat his ass aged 44

Ricky was a sweet kid
but a methamphetamine
induced heart attack
took him aged 29

Sailor Al was stabbed
to death in a hovel,
Gordon froze to death
on the streets, and
Mick the Karate survived
4 gunshot wounds and
even lived to take
his revenge

Tony, the street drinker,
told me he was going to
shove this life up
the ass of God
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134
Bogdan Dragos

“The angriest I ever got,” she said,
“Was with an ex-boyfriend, of course.
I just wanted him to die.
But like, not casual wanting him to die.
Really, really wishing with all my might
that he’d drop dead.
I felt I couldn’t go on living
as long as I knew he was alive.
I had to do something about it.
I was literally about to explode.
So, to prevent that, I got dressed
and despite the rain and all
I went straight to the nearest pet shop.
Bought me a hamster.
And with a red marker,
I wrote my boyfriend’s name
on its back.
And then slammed that hamster
against the wall 134 times.
For the 134 hours we’d been together.
I calmed down after that.
But, you know,
I don’t like talking
about myself all that much.
Tell me about yourself.
Also, what should we get
from the menu?
Have you decided yet?”
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The Killer Who Never Was
John Grey

Childhood
was a golden time
of grabbing flies
out of the air
with my tiny hand,
squeezing them unto death,
then pulling off their wings,
tossing away the body,
but saving those appendages
in a jar.

Adulthood was a disappointment.
Annoying creatures buzzed all around –
too big for me to handle,
too complex for me to desecrate.

Thankfully,
old age is also a golden time.
My bones are weak.
My reactions are slow.
But flies mob my rotting body.
Every swoop of hand
grasps at least one.

The wing jar is full
but it could have been
so much fuller.
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Jasper
Michael Lee Johnson

Old Irving Park,
Chicago neighborhood
Jasper lives in a garret
no bigger than a single bed.
Jasper, 69, clouds of smoke
Lucky Strike unfiltered cigarettes.
He dips Oreo cookies in skim milk.
Six months ago
the state revoked
his driver’s license-
between the onset
of macular degeneration,
gas at $4.65 a gallon,
and late-stage emphysema,
life for Jasper has stalled out
in the middle lane
like his middle month
social security check, it is gone.
There is nothing academic about Jasper’s life.
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Today the mailbox journey is down
the spiraling stairwell; midway,
he leans against the wall.
Deep breathes from his oxygen tank.
Life is annoying with plastic tubes up his nose.
Relief, back in the attic, with just his oxygen tank,
his Chicago Cubs, losers, are playing
on his radio, WGN, 720 AM.
Equipment, enjoyment at last,
Jasper leans back in his La-Z-Boy recliner.
He reaches for a new pack
of Lucky Strike cigarettes.
Jasper grabs a lukewarm Budweiser
beer from his mini-fridge.
Deep breathes, a match lite,
near his oxygen tank.
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Home of Cold Beer and Killer Women
Ryan Quinn Flanagan

That’s what the sign reads
out front The Last Resort
outside Daytona Beach,
a seedy biker bar
now famous for being
where serial killer Aileen Wuornos
was a regular,
throwing back Budweisers
and Marlboros
while her favourite
Randy Travis song
Digging Up Bones played
on the juke,
and they scattered some of
her ashes under a tree out back
after her execution,
so that they say she now haunts
the bar, which may be true
or just a desperate way to
drum up business
in The Sunshine State.
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bachelorette party
Bogdan Dragos

The driver:
He’s got the best chance
at survival in a car crash

That’s why he made it
and the other three didn’t

Having the seat belt on
also helped immensely

Knowing that the accident
would happen was also
a plus

Yep, the only minus of the situation
was having to pretend
he had PTSD and depression
and whatnot
for causing the deaths
of three close friends

who had talked his fiancé
into a gangbang
the night before
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Down Boy
C. Renee Kiser

Burn the witch and all that jazz, eh?
Sit down boy, for a quick lesson today?
This one doesn’t involve any spanking
Sorry to disappoint; you lack ranking.
Do you dare dismiss the poetess?
Fuck up her mind with your toxic kiss?
Do you dare hide the razors and knives
to bore her with your shallow dives?
Do you dare dream of a grand vacation
fucking your side chick at the Days Inn?
Do you dare ask to have your glass refilled
after ordering the hit for her spirit killed?
Do you dare daydream of a life so fair
while making hers a waking nightmare?
Do you dare not answer, darling?
Do you not hear Karma calling?
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Death by a Thousand Cunts
Danny D. Ford

The Chinese
had Lingchi
used to slowly cut
strips of skin
from the body
with a blade

then of course there was
the Spanish tickler
thumbscrews
the rack
& brodequin

most would agree
Western Europe
has moved on
since then
become more civilized

but here in Italy
if you’re not careful
they will still send you
to the department
of motor vehicles

and if you’ve been really bad

to the post office
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Sleaze
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For the Love of Fuck Poetry & Orgasmic Prose
Devlin De La Chapa

I want to ride it
slip those wet panties off my hips,
grip that elongated pistol whipped
then glide
my pussy all over its tip
leave a trail of slut cum hot
tell me not
what this body can do for my cuntry
but what you can do for this cunt
this isn’t
a demo-cock-cracy or
a mc-cunt-thyism hump
this is me
on your saturday night
a red, white and patriot blue bitch
your bitch,
who truly wants to subdue you
with her suck n’ blow itch
in her one nation
under your god-like bod, please, baby…
for the love of fuck poetry & orgasmic prose
kiss me with your best verse
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one roof
Paul Tanner

it was the dead of night,
it was the death of a lot of things
and I was walking to the kitchen
for water or wine, whatever
that christ cunt had left us,
when I passed her son’s bedroom:
I heard a slap and a moan.
then the creaking and panting started…
there was a crack in the door.
you know damn well I had a peek:
there he was
fucking his girlfriend doggy on the bed.
and damn if he didn’t look like his mum:
same full lips and big grey eyes
framed around a dirty blonde bob.
it was like a flat-chested version of her
going at some chick’s rump with a strap-on.
no, you dirty bastards
I didn’t invite myself in.
I didn’t even stay to watch.
I simply went back to bed
and slipped it in his mum:
oof, she woke up. what’s got into you?
happy families, I told her.
and I hear she has a daughter somewhere, too.
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The Empire Strikes Back
Brian Rosenberger

Up before sunrise.
Late night. Two hours of sleep.
Last call then fucking at her place. She was closer.
She sounded satisfied. Maybe the whiskey helped.
Both of us mid-forties, lonely. Saturday night blues.
She liked my Charles Vess Death t-shirt.
I liked that she liked.
Her cleavage and smile helped.
There’s no offer of breakfast.
I wash my cock and balls in her bathroom sink.
Never a boy scout, never swore the oath,
but I improvise. Tooth paste on my finger.
In search of my pants, I notice her walls
are decorated by images of Star Wars.
Old school – Vader, Fett, Tusken Raiders,
the Cantina scene. Even Bossk.
I grab her ass and kiss her
with what’s left of last night’s passion,
hoping she’s game for a sequel.
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Pavlovian
Kristin Garth

When you write to me “darlin” I run a bath,
scalding and scented, flesh perfumed, punished
on your behalf. Far away masters have
local effects between the shorn sluttish
succulent lips and the cervix. You saturate
me on the inside. This flesh arid, clothed
is duplicitous pride you would berate
if you could see. I am a beast you exposed
obsessively until I learned to spurn
humanity myself, to proffer pink skin,
a wet wishing well. Conditioned to yearn,
wait my turn until summoned again,
with a prim presentation playing pretend —
just a trained animal, Pavlovian.
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The Viaduct Girls  ~  Damon Hubbs

in high waisted acid
washed jeans & Def Leppard
half shirts 

the viaduct girls
give furious 
fleeting hand jobs

as the D&H railroad
shoots its load
across the Susquehanna

later they teach us to skip rocks
ducks & drakes, they call it
to further mystify

in a few years
they’re at Vassar or Bryn Mawr
or some other college we can’t pronounce

we stay or leave
or leave & come back
it’s all the same

drinking beer every night
at the Copper Fox
on Water St

nowadays nobody skips rocks
& the train stopped unloading
years ago
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Lady UPS Driver
Ben Newell

She
is a blonde destroyer
of antiquated gender norms.

Resplendent
behind the wheel
of that iconic brown truck.

And that
iconic brown uniform
fits her perfectly –

I’m tempted
to blow the rent money
on stupid shit
I don’t even need.

Stupid shit
I don’t even want.

Just to experience
the utter bliss
of having her handle
my package.
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Black Stalkings
Jay Maria Simpson

I bend over backwards for you
dressed in black stockings and ginger wine
gymnast
dancer
who plays Chopin on your seductive
grand piano

YOU SAY

You love my suppleness
my gracefulness
the way that I expose my self
mind
slippery soul
silence
mania

YOU SAY

You love how I show myself
to the night
under the
drunken
stars
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I TREMBLE

you climb into the shower with me
your dark eyes staring me down
you suck my nipples and make them sing
you erection breaks free inside of me
lather me
fall to your knees
understand
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Blowing Bolan On a Purple Haired Unicorn
30 Seconds of Hot
Saira Viola

Mascara rocka!
Kitchy koo Prince of pop land
With your halo of black popcorn curls
and glitter frosted eyelids
YOU BANG THAT GONG!
Strut and slide-rouged face glamsta
LOVE WARLOCK
Rolling those electric
snake hips in the blue pit
charming mesmerising
Tender all the way through
Making her feel sexy in the mouth
Making her pussy scream
And her purple rose tattoo shout
You sent that ectomorphic princess
to cosmic paradise
Fucking the innocence out of her eyes
Batting your thick-lick lustrous giraffe lashes
on a life size purple haired papier mache unicorn.
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The Meek Will Inherit Obsession
Aimee Nicole

She orders discount lingerie online,
unboxes the pieces while he’s at the office.
Or golfing, or at happy hour,
or searching for more baseball cards
to clutter the spare room with.

She wants to order a strap on
and peg him from behind.
She wants to be surprised
with a large anal plug lubed up, lights out.
Be double penetrated in their hotel room
at her sister’s wedding.
Gagged so her parents can’t hear her
screaming behind remodeled walls.

Instead, she sits pretty in mesh tops,
taking selfies in the bathroom mirror.
Deleting all the evidence of her rebellion
before he returns to his throne.
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Syphilis Street
Danny D. Ford

After the supermarket
we left the edge of the park
and headed up the hill

Our bags were full
and heavy
polythene stretching with the weight
of cartons,
courgettes, wine, blue cheese
beers, beans, bread,
and raw hams

at the end of the boulevard
we turned left
not right

not knowing

we found things
when we turned left
wet things

scaling the hill
a slow but steady flow
of tissues and condoms
littered the broken concrete

our sandal clad toes
treaded carefully between
old stains and busted latex
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at first it was funny
maybe a Napoletani dogging spot

but fifteen minutes later
the sporadic splutter of spunk wreckage
became a spate of sewage

we played hopscotch
in the human slop

then the cars appeared

three of them
the first silver
and inconspicuous enough

as we passed
we saw sheets shut in the window
like a kids’ den curtains

the second was black, smaller
and slightly rocking

“look at it rocking!” we exclaimed
and the rocking slowed

we didn’t feel bad though
about putting them off their stroke
after all
it was 5:30 in the afternoon
on a hot summer’s day
and we just wanted a bus stop
to rest our legs and luggage
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a poem for all the dads out there
Johnny Scarlotti

it was summertime
she told me she was a virgin
i went over to her house
in the kitchen
she gave me a cherry
with all 10 of my fingers
i popped it
it gushed
she walked up to me
got on her knees
took my fingers in her mouth
her dad walked in on us
what the fuck he said
i had to leave
he said that kind of stuff is not allowed
in my house, son
i told him not to call me son, dad
he said don’t call me dad, boy
as i walked out the front door
i turned back and said
ok old man
he came after me
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he started wrestling me on his front lawn
my girl
she was screaming
stoppit dad!
he had me in a deeep headlock
tap! he said
never
i could feel myself losing consciousness
but i could feel his strength weakening
stoppit ur hurting him my girl screamed
but i gave her the thumbs up
i got out of the headlock
i told her watch this
and i belly to belly suplexed him
and he went unconscious

and ever since then
she called ME daddy
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Ooey Gooey Goodness
Danny D. Ford

is what she said
after making me cum
with her hands

my dorm bed
her top off
but no actual sex
because of boyfriend
back home in the States

she really went rough
above & beyond
previously explored
parameters

told me the girls
in Wales
didn’t know
what they were doing

I silently disagreed

a few weeks later
I walked into Boots
and saw her shopping
for toiletries with her man

ooey gooey goodness
I said to myself
& walked straight back out
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Slapped
David Boski

“Slap my pussy,” she said,
as I kneeled above her,
staring down at her naked body.
I happily obliged her request
and later on, as I was about to fall asleep
I thought of all the other men out there.
men who made more money than me
men who had better jobs
and better cars
men who had wives
and men who owned homes
men who were nicer than me
smarter than me
funnier than me
better looking than me
tall men, short men, fat men, thin men,
muscular men who loved working out.
all kinds of men from all over the world
who went to bed that night
without having slapped a pussy…
and I felt good
and momentarily
everything seemed all right.
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Steady Rhythm
Matt Amott

Liking music,
sometimes
depends on perspective.
Years ago there was college band
and their latest album
was going to break big.
Everyone liked them
but I just couldn’t,
nothing seemed to click.
While hanging out
at this woman’s house
she put the record on.
She explained
the first track,
the haunting guitar
and the social
conscious lyrics
but still
I wasn’t moved.
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She pointed out
how the rhythm
is just so steady.
she also added,
that it’s a good
blow job song.
We played it again
with the lights out
while she proved
her point.
By then,
It was starting
to grow
on me.
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Bubblegum
Kristin Garth

I play these same games since I turn eighteen.
The rules evolve in ways I don’t choose.
Each time I say daddy
things become more extreme.
I find a way to retain innocence to lose.
I spread my legs for cameras, on stage.
Still I cannot look these men in their eyes.
My birthday does not reflect my mental age.
They call me on apps to make me cry.
I hide my pastel knives near my Barbie dolls —
pink walls requested with the reddest of welts.
I swallow anything that will keep me small.
I suffocate doubt with a tight leather belt.
After they cum, I pretend to be numb,
a hard candy shell over bubblegum.
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A Most Disgusting Poem:
Homage to Sixto Diaz Rodriguez
Sherry Shahan

I’ve written in every kind of pleasure dome
I’ve scrawled in bowling alleys, biker dives
Dance halls, strip bars, old folks’ homes.
All the times I’ve hummed requiems
The same lines, rhymes, sooty impromptus.
So if you read on you might see yourself
in this poem.

A most disgusting poem.

A future ex-husband limps through the door
Eying an after-hours’ beast hoping to score
The bartender mixes a dirty bloody Mary
And sightless Andy chokes on his cherry
Then the local convoy be-bops in
And bit by bit the party begins.

There’s Vinny “Do-Diddy Pimp” Victor
Looking to procure a virgin stripper
Preaching is a sullied pope
While everyone downs the soap
That cannot revive their hopes.
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And there’s old horn-dog Jeff
Who underwhelms even himself
And a topless waitress with a silicone ass
Who assumes little more than she grasps.

Yeah, every night it’s the same old scene
Smoking dope, sloppy drunk, being horny
At the Halfway-Inn, again.

And there’s old preacher Jerry
with the pool boy wife
A blue-eyed voyeur with a martyred life
And the professor with blue pills in his drink
Who never gives love, only nervously blinks.

Yeah, rank and file it’s the same old scene
Placated, unsubstantiated, masturbated at Mr. 
Spate’s Inn, again.
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And there’s the young blood
with the homespun soul
And the Queen of Hearts
stumbling down a rabbit hole.
And there’s ice-maiden Jane
who forever reminisces
She kneels, blesses herself, and doles out
French kisses.

Yeah, they all show up, the Iggy Pops
and Jim Crows,
Deadheads, redheads, and dirty blondes
stealing the show,
Who speak in tongues, consult with nuns,
and wish to be mistreated
Who misplace their dreams only to claim
they were cheated.

Yeah, every night it’s the same old scene
Smoking dope, sloppy drunk, feeling horny
Mislaid, even, at Royal Albert Hall, again.
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Backdoor Bitch
Joshua Jordan

Am I really a bitch
even though I call
myself a man?
While bending over
the stall and taking it
in the can

Tell me this!
Shout it in my ear
Hearing you say it
while pounding
my rear

It’s just an experiment
I’m really a guy
But when you slip
your dick in me
Baby, I fly!

Football fantasies
Masculine men fight
But extra large dildos
Oh wow, they own
my night
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Being called a faggot
yeah that’s my greatest
Fear
But if you whisper
sweet nothings
I won’t shed a
Tear

A plastic pounding
my insides do adore
Such a feminine touch
but my ass desires
So much
more

You’re my master
I promise not
to flinch
Now slip it in my ass
and call me
your bitch
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A sex poem
G. Arthur Brown

You get me as hard as poetry
Not that poetry gives me an erection
But poetry is difficult
That’s a play on words I think

I get you all wet like a washed-up comedian
Except, one that’s all dirty
I read an article about yeast infections
So I’ll try to remember to wash my hands

One guy I know ate buffalo wings and then fingered 
his girlfriend
It was not a relationship-building experience
The best relationship I was in was probably still a 
nightmare for most people
The sex was good but you wouldn’t make a movie 
about it
If you did make a movie about it it would be an 
awkward indie film
Starring Philip Seymour Hoffman
As a rich grandmother in a Catholic dystopia

But I digress

I want to fuck you, so bad
The sex would not be bad but the desire is
The sex would not be bad the third time, I mean
The first two might be fumbling and unfulfilling
If you judge me based on the first or second time 
that we fuck then fuck you
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It’s the third time that clinches the thing
If the third time’s bad then that’s real
That would be a mistake
Like the third time I fucked your mom
The first two could be chalked up to being drunk
The third time I hadn’t even sipped a beer
I’d rather fuck you than your mom
I’m sorry

We played Dungeons & Dragons too, 
me and your mom
She would literally be perfect if the sex worked
And she wasn’t hooked up to that machine

You are like the perfect version of your mom
No machine
You can learn D&D
Let’s find out if the sex works

Yeah, I know I’m old enough to be your father
But I like to think of myself as your dad’s cool friend
And yes, I did fuck your mom about twenty-two 
years ago
But I’ll take a paternity test, I’m not scared
You know your dad
He’s an asshole
He did not want me fucking your mom
Not even once let alone three times
Forget about that loser
I’m not him

Come on already
Let’s fuck
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what sissies want
John Yohe

I want a little black dress
to be forced to wear in public
to the mall
so everyone will know
that I’m not a real man

I want a little black dress
w/long sleeves
to make my arms look thinner
hem so short
you can tell
what kind of hosiery
I’m wearing
bend me over
easily assert your dominance

I want a little black dress
tight to show off my best asset
w/plunging backline
so everyone can see
my padded bra strap
which is also black
because bad girls wear black bras
and I want to be bad
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I want a little black dress
w/high heels
to wear to a bar
full of strong brown-eyed men
so they will know
what a slut I am
and treat me accordingly

I want a little black dress
to be the woman I want to fuck
as a way to attract the attention of women
because I still want women
in little black dresses of their own
to talk to me
take me home
we could lay in bed
creating a fantasy
kissing
rubbing nylonned legs
together
making a wish
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The House Clearance
John D Robinson

Her thirst for sex was ferocious,
married with 3 children,
she struggled to love and bond
with them and her husband
left, taking them with him
I was called in to pack
what was left behind,
as she had to move from
the 3 bed house
I had never seen
so many batteries and
such a staggering array
of sex toys
‘What the fuck is this?’
asked my female colleague,
holding up a pair
of nipple clamps
‘Fucked if I know’
I lied, ‘I don’t know
what half of this shit is’
‘Neither do I’
she lied in response
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dear warm little hole
Robert Guffey

the instinct to procreate
hardwired into all domesticated primates
has led me to send you this
valentine card in a
facile,
shallow
attempt
to convince you that my biological imperative
actually represents something
ephemeral and profound like
“love,”
rather than being yet another
example in a long line of ritualistic
gestures intended to daze
and confuse you just long enough
for me to climb on top of you in yet another
fruitless attempt
to plant my
sperm
inside
your
cervix.
sincerely,
your honey bun
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Romance Today
Brian Rosenberger

Romance today
has too many questions
come here often
married (optional)
have you been tested
did you come
call me
and no kind answers
Romance today
is all bullshit and fancy dances
like fencing minus the foils
parries and feints and counters
to say nothing of the thrusts
It’s boxing with a different type of glove
in a different type of ring
you feel the blows
you feel the ache
you want the release
you know you do
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Romance today is
fingers locking
loins pounding
bodies arching
letting the fluids fly
which brings us to the wet spot
not comfortable is it
you’re there, I’m there, we’re there
faces of need in an ocean of need
drowning
or wishing you were
Romance today is a game
care to play
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to boldly go
Jacklyn Henry

Captain Kirk always made me hot
and i desperately wanted him
to fuck me, just as i imagined
him fucking Mr Spock.

i wanted to be bent over
his Captain’s chair,
on the bridge, Warp speed!
Mr Scott, warp speed!

he would whisper in my ear
as he took me, thrusting hard
and furious, whispering about
the Gorn and Tribbles, and
how i felt better than
Yeoman Rand and Nurse Chapel,
or the green girl from Orion.

we would transport down
to the surface of a strange new world,
make love in a jail cell
after they captured us.
Mr Spock would beam in to save us,
but he caught us joined together,
his eyebrow would raise,
fascinating.

and i would die in his arms, as red
shirts always die, and no one gets
between Captain Kirk and Mr Spock.
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Don't Call Me Daddy
Kristin Garth

One little word he doesn’t want you to say — 
spread wide inside a tulle canopy bed in
the dark.
Easily you obey, every other way,
but bite through a lip to avoid the remark.
Braids in his hands pulled as he goes deep
to fill you with cum and perpetual doubt
that he’ll reappear if you’re indiscreet 
with those two syllables he must fuck without.
Checks his reflection in your heart-shaped shades.
Buys you a rainbow of cable knit kneesocks.
Takes you to ice cream and skee ball arcades.
Requests a shaved pussy. Proffers lollipops.
Reads your daddy issues published in books
but they are not his — no matter now this looks.
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basic cable
PJ Grollet

I walked the clothes dryer repair
guy through the living room and
we both stood transfixed before
the TV show my dad watched on
basic cable. alternating scenes

flashed across the screen: three
gorgeous women, classy women,
in different bedrooms, laying on
beds in various stages of undress—
lacy negligees and panties. the same

nude man walked into each room.
his huge uncircumcised dick engorged,
he approached the women and the
sexual encounters cycled through
until climax—the women’s faces and
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breasts covered in cum. the camera
then panned to a priest with curly
black hair who stood inside one of the
rooms. dressed in cassock and clerical
collar, he smiled into the camera with

sinister intent before the show cut to
commercial. “damn, what are you
watching, pop?” I asked. “just a dumb
soap opera that takes place at the Vatican,”
he said. I showed the repair guy to the dryer

and hurried back to watch some more. the
program resumed. in the next scene a woman
snuck up behind a man and bashed him over
the head with a handle of vodka. she wailed
on the guy until his head came undone.
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Deborah Does Dallas
Dustin King

Don’t phone Freud-admit it: When Debbie sheds
her cheerleading outfit in the opening scene,

pubic hair like some barn animal,
tan lines stenciled like where Gary’s Oakleys go,

she is our mother, young again,
using it while she had it;

every gripe,
every revelation,

every dream out of reach
once assigned full parenting duties.

Frankie, question: Are we to believe
she fucked a whole city?

Slut-shamers! So what if she did?
We were miracles, Frankie, maculately conceived.

So why so afraid of what a mother did?

We aren’t the storyboarders of every bedroom,
not romance novelists, not the fuck police,
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certainly no angels ourselves;
According to our records
we jerked off 26,142 times since adolescence

chalked up one and a half today.

We presume Deborah never prioritized pleasure,
never went searching for the G spot,

rarely enjoyed Gary flopping on top like
the smallmouth bass at the bottom of his Jon boat.

We know she elegantly or inelegantly
evaded hundreds, if not thousands

of men’s advances, several assaults,
and still she kept the Victoria’s Secret Catalog

in the bathroom, scrubbed the toilet seat,
hauled baskets of crumpled socks
and yellow-stained briefs

to the laundry. Load upon load upon load.
She dutifully waited by the door, Frankie,

while we used up her fancy hand cream,
the only luxury she ever allowed herself.
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Glory Hole
Herman B. Triplegood

I looked through the glory hole.
I saw a pearly bone eruption.

With Portnoy’s Complaint in my pocket,
I Ejaculated into the breeze
Under a bridge
In the full light of day,
Until all of the pearl drops
Were gone with the wind.

I visited the Red Rooster
To watch the couples fuck,
And gratified myself
With piss porn in the orgy room,
When nobody else would gratify me.

I went to the gay bath house,
And standing naked in the steam
It felt on my exquisite body
Just how far the sperm can fly.

I played bukake bingo with myself
While driving a company car
Near the surge tank
On the other side
Of Sunrise Mountain.
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I planted my seeds into a graveyard
With bicycle tucked away
Hidden within the blackberry bushes.

Yes, I went to the park near the river
Next to Skinner’s Butte,
And in that tiny men’s bathroom in the park
I discovered a glory hole,
And when I looked through the glory hole
I saw a pearly bone eruption.

So, walking away now from the glory hole
I keep thinking…
All of this really happened, and others do it too,
And so shall I, as I always have,
Sometimes walking toward the glory hole,
Sometimes walking away.

But, always walking…
Without shame.
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He says
Eleanor Karinthy

He says
Let’s get naked
And do ketamine
While we fuck

You’re bleeding
So you spread
A moss-green blanket
On the couch
He dreams
Of decadent abandon
Watching you
Undress, obey

You get on top
Dip the spoon in the bag
Hold it up
To his nose
The crystals sparkle
In your head
Drip down
The back of your throat
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He is a wave
Beneath you
You’re fucking
The sea itself
Rolling and roiling
In your depths
(And when you tell him so,
He only laughs)

You come up for air
Open your eyes
The city glitters
In the windowpane

He will say “please”
When he takes off
The condom, later
And you won’t protest
You’re high
On his desire,
His need,
However false

This sea may
Swallow you
It’s time to
Learn to swim
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Fieldwork
Ben Newell

It’s happened
yet again.

Another educator arrested.

This time,
a high school teacher getting it on
with her 16-year-old student.

Many of the liaisons
took place in her car—

In her defence,
she was a biology teacher.

Book learning is great
but there’s just no substitute
for real world experience.
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The Greatest Show on Earth
Brian Rosenberger

make that beautiful ass dance
your moves are tribal, raw
capable of calling forth gods
put your tits in my face
so close I could warm your half inch nipples
with my breath
I can taste the heat
show me that little pussy of yours
touch it
stick your finger all the way in
slow like the movement of a snail
or the birth of an erection
you’re the magic act
one knuckle disappears
then two
you think i like that
you think that gets me off
you think that make me hot
you think i’m going to beat off thinking of you
well you might be right
but that still doesn’t mean
i’m going to give you a dollar
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Sex Games
John Tustin

You could be younger
and getting wet thinking about
dancing for me,
aiming to please;
shaking that phat azz at the edge of my bed
while I get all worked up
over that mesmerizing shimmering flesh

or you could be getting old like me,
wanting the attention someone else
has made you feel like you don’t deserve,
finally emerging from that pit and into my arms,
wanting to be pawed all over.

I’ve played these sex games for decades
with women I’ve met –
at work
on social media
between the stacks of library books –
but it’s rarely worked out
and when it has,
it hasn’t been for long.
Now I’ve stopped looking
but I oddly haven’t given up hope.
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If you think every whisper in the ear
must be I Love You
or if you think some words are never nice
and your gender studies professor
or psychotherapist belongs in bed with us,
then maybe we should both look elsewhere:

and if you think rough sex just means
a man thrusting as quickly as he can
and if you think that being submissive
in bed
just means letting him thrust like that
then it was nice meeting you
but let’s not waste each other’s time
any further:

I can’t thrust that hard anymore.
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Sade  ~  Noel Negele

Sade’s twenty two
and made of fire
with eyelashes
long enough
to blow wind on your face
if she blinks close to you

Born in the Bermudas
but talks like a Jamaican

I tell her
“You’re my black bitch”
and she slaps me
across the face

When I repeat
my playful insult
she slaps me harder

Am I a masochist?
No, I am not
I am a sadist

I lay Sade on my bed
each night
and she’s fire
in a cold cold soul

I flip her over
like chicken breasts
in the burning pan
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I suck on her asshole
as if it’s the formula
that was missing
from when I was a baby

Sade is lust
and mutual bullying,
there’s harmony
in our mutual abuse

Sometimes I don’t know
what she screams at me
her accent is so exotic
but I suckle
on her chocolate nipples
on those caramel-coloured breasts

She says I can’t love
a black girl,
I’m as white as her bed sheets

I tell her I’m a different kind of white
An Albanian white

She says she’s Muslim

I tell her I grew up Muslim
Bektashi Muslim,
I tell her

Allah will strike us both dead
if he happens to see
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what I’m about to do to her
this fiery night

She lets me

She lets me
make a sinner
of us both

Under a sky
empty of anything
religious or moral

As we make
our lustful noise
in a darkness left
from thousands years
of silence from any God,
be it Allah or Christ
or any other fairytale
people spew on this world
because they were too afraid
to die
or had the luck of
ever meeting a Sade

Sade is a God killer
even if she believes in God

And she sleeps
in my arms
tonight
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Hits and Tits
Dan Flore III

two women
posted pictures
showing their breasts

the first woman
was naked
her nipples just there
hanging out
like cow udders

the other woman
was talking about self help
but positioned the camera
right on her cleavage

I really shouldn’t be
seeing either of their breasts
I’m just scrolling through social media
but since I am

I can’t help but imagine
their breasts in a wrestling match
swatting at each other

until one woman’s tits
finally pins the other
with more likes
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Straight Roll Me Some Bangkok Sevens
Devlin De La Chapa

Debbie did Dallas an’ you can’t go ask Alice
what’s down the black rabbit hole
unless she’s strappin’ liquid gold
inside her suicidal cunt
the last I saw her tho, she was token
on a triple X ‘tasy blunt
with the Ron’s and the Jeremy’s
cock’s more massive than my inner savage
ravagin’ me, and my thoughts have no manners
‘specially when you’re sittin’ there
eyein’ my distress
arms folded against your chest … and your biceps
got my soiled lips gyratin’ in between my hips
yeah, Baby, love, I can feel the heat off your heat
masturbatin’ behind your juicy boy jeans

I can bet my life you fuck like a machine
more ruthless than those dildos strapped
to steel poles where bitches open wide
as those barbaric men slip those
rubber dicks inside
depressin’ those hard buttons,
whippin’ that zombie pussy
into nothin’ but the wrath coagulatin’ n’ constrictin’
behind somethin’ you couldn’t grasp
not even by the dominance of your shaft
’cause I’m blinded
with such a fury I’m liable to choke rather
than to provoke you into a penile cardiac stroke
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But hold still to the will of my violence settlin’ in
’cause I don’t want to please ya, in honesty
I don’t really need ya but damn
you got me burnin’ hot
and those witchy tubes strapped to my bitchy lubes
need a good lynchin’ like an asphyxiation
the need to feel your strangulation
six feet below with
tool’s hummin’ and a strummin’ ‘neath
a lyrical undertow

but as Susie weeps with her band
of fans & banshees
let it be known it’s all about me
so fuck all this carnal despair
will you be a good gentleman and take me there
to the Devil’s casino, I want to cast its dice
and straight roll me some Bangkok sevens
tonight I want to see your Hells repent
with my orgasmic Heavens
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Diction
Ken Kakareka

Dick!
Dick!
Dick!
How’s that
fordiction?
Dick, fuck,
cunt, shit,
balls!
Some words
have no
substitutes,
like teachers,
but we use them
anyway.
Students cringe
at the word
poetry –
they hate
the sound.
Maybe if we
spice it up
with baby
at the end.
Poetry, baby!
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Because it is
a party –
good poetry
anyway.
It deserves
to be
celebrated.
There’s something
magical
about words
that hit right.
Not all words
do.
Poetry should
rage,
like a hard dick.
Diction, baby!
Use it!
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Trash
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Pissing on a Wall
Joseph Farley

The words seem to come out right,
but dry up too soon
when the sun hits the bricks in the alley.

All that’s left is the odor
of something you can no longer see
and may not want to.

The stream as it came out
felt so much more than it was.
That’s okay. You left your scent.

Dogs will remember your passing
longer than people will.
They will follow you along the street,

tails wagging and tongues hanging out,
begging for more of what’s inside you
to be spilled out for their noses to enjoy,

much more appreciative than the critics
who never salivated
while reading your work.
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The Concerns
John D Robinson

‘You only seem happy or content
when you’re stoned or drunk
or both, all your waking hours
are consumed by this and of
course, sex’ she said sharply:
‘That may be’ I said:
‘But I’m a poet’
‘So that gives you a free
licence to be an alcoholic
drug taking bum whose
only concern is with his
own little seedy world’
‘I haven’t signed a
contract’ I answered:
‘Don’t call me, I mean
it this time, don’t call
me again’
the door opened and
slammed shut, the sun
had spent herself and I
opened a bottle of wine.
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My Wife and My Penis are Having an Affair
Garvan Giltinan

My wife and my penis are having an affair
They appear to be friends.
Huddle together
And
Stare into each other’s eyes
Whisper in the dark.
To the music
of Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel.

I flick on the lights,
they jump apart.
I say nothing.
Art
and the sound of silence.
I offer
the benefit of the doubt.
Friends. Am I sure?

Amour
My wife’s allure

Do they more than whisper?

Boys night.
We hang out.
Gunther, my penis, urges the conversation around
to my wife’s smooth skin and dark bobbed hair.
“Her breasts are soft to the touch,” he sounds.
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Inserts the statement surreptitiously
into the flow of the conversation
and acts nonchalant.
Silence
Hums Scarborough (af)Fair.
And 50 ways
To leave with his lover.

I say nothing.

My wife dolls herself up.
A clue.
A sign
An assignation
Behind my back.
Right in front
Of me?

I wake at night
to the two,
tugging at each other’s hearts.
To the music of Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel.
Now they are never apart.
I believe they are in love and plan to leave,
depart
and be together, and visit art galleries
and start a new life.

Apart from me.

They deserve each other.
Both are very needy.
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Dr. Seuss Was a Junkie
Robert Guffey

I love Dr. Seuss
Dr. Seuss was cool
Dr. Seuss was a writer
Who could really groove
I learned something recently
It was kind of disturbing
It burst my bubble
It was rather unnerving
The news was this:
Dr. Seuss was a junkie
He’d stick a straw up his nose
And act real funky
He was addicted to speed
china white and smack
Ecstasy and acid
black tar and Prozac
All his stories
Were censored from view
His original titles
Wereway more cool
I.e., e.g.
Ipso facto, thusly:
Listen up, kids
This is a trip
Ain’t this a title
To wet your lips?
Howzabout “Son of Sam I Am”
“Horton Marries a Ho”
“The Grinch Does Dallas”
And “The Cat in the Hat Blows”
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“Cocks in Socks”
“Horton Hatchets a Queer”
“Hop on Pop”
And “The Grinch Diddles a Deer”
“Foot Fetish Book”
“Oh Say Can You Spray?”
“There’s a Rocket in My Pocket”
And “The Grinch Hates Gays”
“One Sperm Two Sperm Red Sperm Blue Sperm”
“Thickdick, the Well-endowed Moose”
“I Had Trouble Getting Solla to Swallow”
And “The Cat in the Hat Rapes Mother Goose”
“Did I Ever Tell You How Fucked-up You Are?”
“Marvin K. Mooney Traffics in Smut”
“And To Think I Smelled It On Dingleberry St.”
And “The Grinch Humps Sluts With His Pants 
Zipped Shut”
Dr. Seuss was a junkie
Dr. Seuss was cool
Dr. Seuss fucked monkeys
And flaunted the rules
Dr. Seuss a rebel
Dr. Seuss a role model
He deserves a medal
More than Colin Powell
Dr. Seuss was a junkie
And though this is grim
You can do a lot worse, kids
Than to emulate him
So throw away the calculator
Throw away the TV
Dump it into the incinerator
And get strung out on speed!
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Impression
Damon Hubbs

after Thom Gunn’s ‘Expression’

for several months I’ve been reading
the poetry of my juniors
or maybe they’re my contemporaries
it’s hard to tell

who’s who these days
there’s so many voices
battling in best of
the beat cover bands

and there’s still much talk
of Mother, the abandoner
and Daddy, the angry alcoholic
both hated equally

however
all that hatred
was confessed better
long ago.
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I go to the Art Museum
though I’m not sure what it is
I’m looking for

Pop Art
doesn’t pop
and Impressionism
fails to make
an impression

then I reach it, I recognize it

I’ve acquired a taste
more primary than art considers proper
so I head out the emergency exit
to find a blowjob and a sandwich.
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Shit on My Shoes
Mather Schneider

The mc compares the poetry reading
to a rodeo
but I’ve seen more action

on a merry-go-round.
The sound-guy smirks in the shadow
of his hipster cowboy hat

and holds his stiff
lasso of wire.
One by one the poets stand up

and trot out on their potty-trained ponies
do a couple of high-step circles,
rubber-spur their gray-blanket mares around the 
clown barrels,

swinging their tails at the flies,
dropping piles
of pumpernickel rolls

on the hardwood stage
and burping green and yellow cud
all over the mic.

The audience just looks on
like cattle standing
in the rain.
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Parable of Displeasure
Matt Dennison

He puked and he puked until he
thought now surely I must die, surely
there can be no more. He had brought
up the water, the coffee, the orange
juice, the whiskey, the wine, the
vodka, pasta, snails and love, but still
it kept coming. He was into the bodily
fluids now, and it would, later, scare
him. Now all he could do was watch.
And smell. Yellow, foul tasting stuff
that made him bite the back of his
tongue. Then green, then clear again.
Then brown. Then smudge, was all he
could call it, looking at the last grey
layer floating. Smudge. Yes. And
flat oil slicks, tiny fishes, nuts and
bolts, telephone lines, cardboard boxes,
file cabinets, tax forms, old photos,
death announcements. Then, eyes
bulging, bursting red, gasping like a
gored fish, he passed it, or, rather, it
passed itself, wiggling out into the sick
grease on top of it all only to grow
and grow and grow until it, in turn,
puked him out, after the water, the
coffee, the orange juice, the whiskey, the wine,
the vodka, pasta, snails and love,
but still it kept coming.
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My Inopportune Boner
Kyle Denner

He is a disgraced politician
serving a citizenry of clandestine animals.
He ruins everything
he touches. He comes
into contact with unremarkable strangers
and surreptitiously records them
on obsolete technology. On summer evenings,
he often lounges in his leather chair,
thumbing a bottle of J&B, adorned
with comically large headphones
and uses his venal lips to re-create
the sound of hip bones breaking and reforming.
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You Say You Want a Revelation? Well, You Know…
Jeff Weddle

God comes up to me on the street. Says, “Hey, 
pally-pally, how’s tricks?”
“Tricks is good,” says I.
God stares off down the street where the rats
are eating the corpse of an old woman
who died walking home from her
crummy waitress job.
“This shit makes me want to puke,”
says God. “What a fucking mess.”
“I don’t mind,” says I. “But if YOU don’t like things, 
why not fix it all?”
“I didn’t say I didn’t like it. I just said
it makes me want to puke,” says God.
“Damn, bro,” says I. “You sure work
in mysterious ways.”
“You know it,” says God, giving me a fist bump. 
“Stay chill.”
“Groovy,” says I.
God walks down the street and picks
the biggest rat off the old woman’s body
and shoves it in his mouth. Swallows it whole.
“Mysterious ways,” he yells back at me.
And then the whole world ends, just like that.
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more than enough to explain
Bogdan Dragos

there was nothing
to explain here

the man’s wife told them
everything they
needed to know

Her husband wrote poetry

Yes, that would be enough
to explain why
he cut off his penis
and tried to use it
as a pen
before collapsing
on the desk,
blood pooling
at his feet below

Being a poet was
more than enough
explanation for
what he did
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She didn’t need
to tell the paramedics
that her husband
had been looking
for inspiration

“He’s a poet,”
was more than
enough

They understood
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tub boy
Johnny Scarlotti

in the park bathroom
on the toilet

took some laxatives earlier
haven’t shat in svn days

tried hella times
but it’s just not coming out

it’s 9:40
park closes in 20 minutes

push push puush

just a couple small turds come out

push push ahh

i debate goin to the ER
my stomach is in so much pain

then i hear someone enter the bathroom

i hear them walk up to my stall

…

a head appears (!?)

a hand
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an arm

reaching under the stall

grabbing my leg

pulling me out

what the hell! i scream and kick

he screams “give me your fucking wallet!”

no way, alls i got is 10 dollars

“hell no bitch”

i get to my feet and try to fight him

but it’s kinda hard when your pants are around your
ankles

this is bad

“i’m going to beat the shit out of you!” he yells

he punches me in the face

i fall on my ass

he kicks me in the stomach

he bends over reaching for my wallet
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i’m holding him off for now but not for long he’s too 
strong…

then i feel it

ooo shit, it’s coming

ooOO

then i get an idea

(shout outs to tub girl)

“you fucked with the wrong guy!” i yell,

rolling my legs behind my head

i aim

then pushpushPUUUSH

and a fountain of shit shoots into his face

bulls eye

he runs for the exit, projectile vomiting

he slips on puke n shit and falls

i pull up my pants, get to my feet

he gets up and tries to run out again but slips and 
falls again
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he’s completely covered in shit n vomit

miraculously none got on me

i rip the paper towel dispenser off the wall and bash
him over the head unconscious

“BITCH!”

then i steal his backpack, cigs, flask, cell phone, car
keys, wallet with 60 bucks in it, squirt on him some 
more, wipe my butt, wash my hands, and get the 
hell out of there in his 2005 ford escape. beep beep!

i take a few more shits inside it, smear it all over, 
then leave it on the side of the highway out of gas, 
bash out a window, slash one tire. i think that’s 
enough. we’re even now.

feeling good. feeling light as a feather. 200 miles 
closer to my destination and enough to buy a train 
ticket the rest of the way.

YEEEHAW
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The Charlatan Song for The Great Burlesque
Mendes Biondo

c’mon you fool
get into this circus
I know you want it
I know you’re waiting
to see saggy tits
swinging from a martini glass
demons dancing all round
a rock’n’roll song
played by green men
with shining bellies

we love gonzos
their eyes are like velvet gloves
for the curves of our dancers
they follow dunes of skin
gonzos you are the blessed folk

c’mon you fool
you’re drunk
you’re made
you’re sweating delicious
you’re bloody horny
we got all kinds of
lollipops of lust
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young girls
thin and smooth
old men in tuxedos
jazzing all night long
mature women
giving you the pulp of life

don’t be shy
this the holy fruit
it’s not a sin at all
short is time of this show
so open your eyes
drink in the pot
of our lovely witches

sabbath are for oldies
we shake the earth
on a wooden stage
it’s burlesque baby
and I’m here to say

c’mon you fool
get in and enjoy
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Playing the Actor
Daniel S. Irwin

Playing the actor,
I once tried Shakespeare.
That amounted to
Throwing myself to the
Elizabethan wolves.
Monty Python, it was not.
I guess they understood
That crap way back when
They chugged ale and wine
And pissed in the Thames.
Oh, right, they still do that.
For myself, I’m more of an
“Intercourse the parrot”
Kind of guy. Clearly a
Product of our times.
Italian opera could have
Been my forte. But, I
Don’t sing all that well and
My Italian is doubly severely
Limited to random syllables.
Which invariably causes the
Rest of the cast to turn and
Stare daggers at me when
I open my mouth…but,
Happily, most of the audience
Doesn’t speak Italian either
And just assumes I’m the
Bad guy everyone hates.
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Somehow, I managed two
Performances before being
Cast out with very colorful,
Seemingly angry words,
Which, of course, I didn’t
Understand. It was the
Accompanying gestures that
Made my expulsion acutely clear.
That much Italian, io capisco.
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Art Is Everywhere
Jason Melvin

I took a shit today
size of a toddler forearm
the kind that makes you exhale
proud of the work accomplished

It periscoped above the toilet water
surrounded by wet white paper
A flick of the silver handle
it started to pirouette
a ballet dancer
white swans swirl
and dance around their spinning queen

As the undertow began to pull down
it dropped to the side
rubbed along the bowl
drew a perfectly straight
brown line
before disappearing into depths unknown
a crayon smudge
on perfect white porcelain
form held as showered from above
glistening as the water rose

Tell me I’m not beautiful
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Testosterone
Bogdan Dragos

she doesn’t let me drink
and insists
that I listen to her

insists with
a viciousness

“It’s because you work night shifts,”
she says.

“What’s that got to do with drinking
while I’m free?”

“Alcohol lowers a man’s testosterone level
and increases estrogen. Why
don’t you know that? You
need to take better care of
yourself.”

she made for me a diet with
rice and garlic

calls me while on the night shift
and tells me to go into the bathroom
and jump 100 times
and do stretching exercises,
tells me to drink more water
She even buys me bags of nuts and seeds
and tells me to eat between the meals
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“No sugar,” she says. “No, not even in
coffee. Pure black or nothing.”

she even bought me a
hand grip strengthener with adjustable resistance
to use while I’m in the office

she encouraged me to eat
raw eggs but stopped when
I told her that you can get salmonella like that

when I came home from work
one evening at 23:36
I ate my rice with garlic
and she asked if I wanted anything else
and I said “Yeah, a beer.”

“Okay,” she said. Went into the kitchen
came back fifteen minutes later with
a cup of tea and a lemon

“What’s this?” I asked.

“Ginger tea. It’s better with lemon. Should
I squeeze it for you?”

“No thanks, I’ll do it myself.” I cut the
lemon in half and squeezed it into the cup

It was the nectar of gods
and I didn’t
hesitate to tell her so
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“All right then,” she said. “Drink it all, rinse
with water before brushing your teeth
and then come to bed.”

I did all that and went to bed

and she wanted me to sleep
because lack
of sleep is the worst
enemy of a man’s testosterone levels
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Towhead
Jon Bennett

I wasn’t drunk yet
and I went between the trees
where I always go
to take a piss
I was looking at nothing
thinking nothing
and letting the piss
take care of itself
when I heard, “Hey!”

Beneath the canopy
of low branches
was a little boy, maybe 4,
with a Tonka truck
loaded with a pinecone
and I knew
I was fucked
because he had piss
on his towhead

“Oh shit,” I said
and I backed out of there
The dad was behind me
“Did you see..?” he asked
My hands were in the
“Who? Me?” configuration
and I was distraught
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The little boy came out
of the woods
and he said,
“He peed on me.”

“I didn’t mean to,”
I said, “but I did.”
and I sat on a stump
and waited for
the police to come
and sort it out

What should I have done?
Lied? What should I have said?
There was nothing I could do
to make it right

It’s like so much these days
the facts speak
for themselves
but they don’t always
tell the whole story.
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Nietzsche
Noel Negele

You think of Nietzsche
that famous dour profile of his,
like a man appearing angered
as if someone owes him money
some time now and he’s just seen them
walking around with new sneakers on
or something,
and you think of him in his later years
getting bitterer and bitterer
and lonelier and lonelier still
as he lost work left and right
and you think of him walking home
cloaked in failure, with dark dark thoughts
just tap dancing their way through his head
and as Aurelius said:
Your thoughts paint
the color of your soul
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And you think of Nietzsche’s soul
how black it must have been in that
cold German weather —
and you think if only he’d got some good pussy
every now and then, not saying a lot,
or if that cunt in high school hadn’t broke his heart
or if Salome, a woman he instantly fell in all with
upon seeing for the first time in Paris,
which sounds dumb when you think
he’s supposed to be a genius or something,
she’d agree to become his wife,
and take that bitterness off his shoulders
with a hot meal every night
and maybe, if she gorged on his balls
and shoved his dick so far down her throat
her eyes would go crossed

And maybe, if at night
she’d caress his tormented brow
and whisper in the darkness of their room
that her precious Friedr was respected
and appreciated though not fully understood
for his unparalleled genius, and that
she loved him and that she would
always be there for him
and that next time he went down on her
he’d better have his mustache
combed upwards

Or whatever they said back in those times
But then again, who was he of all people
to land an angel like that
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chinked kink
Paul Tanner

I dragged her by the hair.
stop! she kicked. please!
shut up! I gave her a slap
and cuffed her to the radiator’s pipe.
no, seriously! she said,
my phone’s in the other room!
so?
so my dad’s still in the hospital!
what if someone rings?
don’t care, I shrugged. in fact, I hope he dies.
then I’ll adopt you and be your new daddy, won’t I?

I left and went to the shop on the corner.
got a little thing of milk.
some Doritos. pack of custard creams.
Sanjeev asked me if
I saw the match. told him I don’t follow football.
but you’re from Liverpool, he wailed.
home of the greatest team in the world!
it’s boring, I said.
bunch of rich shampoo models prancing about.
now hockey, that’s a game. can I have a bag, 
please?
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I got back and peeked my head in.

well? I asked.
to be honest, she shrugged, I could take or leave it.
I didn’t go too far?
no, it was exactly like we said, it’s just …
she looked around the room … well, kind of boring.
yeah, I agreed. bit forced, isn’t it.
yeah, that’s it, she said. it’s too over the top,
really. And it’s boring,
just lying here, waiting for you.
fair enough. want me to uncuff you?
please, daddy.

then we ate all the custard creams
watching two seasons of Friends.
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Me and My Vagine
Jeffrey Zable

I was walking with my vagine
when a man stopped me and said,
“Oh, what a lovely vagine! Do you mind if I pet it?”
Looking at his face, I could tell
he was a decent fellow
though his expression seemed a bit anxious.
“Sorry to say no,” I answered gently but firmly.
“I used to let people pet my vagine,
but too many of them–
mostly men–have done so in a manner that
made my vagine feel very uncomfortable.”
Obviously disappointed,
the man looked down at my vagine
and said in a sorrowful tone,
“I perfectly understand.
I once had a beautiful vagine like yours, but then. . .
well, it’s a very sad story.
I’ve tried to get on with my life
but it hasn’t been easy.
Whenever I see one like yours,
it always reminds me. . .”
Feeling sympathy for the guy,
I was just about to reverse my decision
when I suddenly remembered that
I’d heard the same story before.
After wishing him well, me and my vagine 
continued on our way
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Untitled 6/17/11
Johnny Scarlotti

i operate the weight machine
at the gym
i watch the veins
come out of my arms

i am magnificent

i look at myself in the mirror
i lift my shirt
and see my ripped up abs
i smile real big

then the arms of the machine come to life
and i’m tackled to the ground
and all of my clothes get torn off
and the machine has sex with me
woah
a nice thick handlebar into my asshole

i breathe hard into the mirror
as it’s happening – i draw with my finger
into the fog
HELP

ah
ah
ah
stop
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and take pictures
then i post them on instagram
caption: help i’m being raped

then i’m being dragged out of the gym
by a group of meatheads
i’m told i am banned for life
and the police are coming
they say i’m in a lot of trouble

what the freaking heck!? i was the victim!!!
your machines are rapists!!!
they say it was the other way around
they got it all on camera

i’m being set up!!!
i escape their grips and outrun them
they are slow because their muscles are so large
i get in my car

two of them get into a car and try to follow
but i’ve seen Drive with Ryan Gosling like 10 times
i lose them easily

all my clothes were left at the gym in tatters
and i don’t have any in my car
just a couple mcdonald’s bags
and some tape
i make it work
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i pull up to my apartment
as i’m walking up the steps
some kids across the street scream 
“freeeeaaaaaaak”
but nobody fucking disrespects me
and gets away with it

REEEEEEEE!!! i scream and charge

but my mcdonald’s bags fly off
and my dick and balls are flopping around
the kids shriek and flee
ahhhh my nuts
i gotta hold them so they stop banging
against my legs

CHICKENS!!! i scream after them

i feel good
i won the fight!
real good
i sprint back home

my key isn’t working again
so i break in through a window again

my girlfriend’s on the couch, she gets up
runs and screams down the hallway
‘HE’S BACK, THE CREEP IS BACK!’
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‘NO ROSE, IT’S ME!’ i scream after her
‘IT’S ME, JACK’

a door opens
i freeze
a man holding a shotgun
walks toward me
and blasts
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cum stains and cat litter
Tohm Bakelas

with one final squeeze
she pushes me and
all my cum out of her
and lays on top of me;
everything drips down my leg.
the sun burns through
the turning autumn leaves
my dirty window
my cat litter bedsheets
my heart.
everything upon this bed dries up:
time, love, cum; only cat litter remains.
i leave her to pick my kids up from school.
after dinner they’ll slip into dreamland.
and soon i’ll stand before my bed,
contemplate changing the sheets,
forget it, lay down, and go to sleep.
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More Than Expected
Anthony Dirk Ray

perusing the telephone
singles lines in the late nineties
listening to 20 second messages
a decade or more
before any dating apps existed
where pictures are seen
and locations are known beforehand
this was the Wild West
Russian roulette in a sense
a true gamble
you went by voice and actually
had to trust that the person
on the other end was who
they said they were
trust in humanity?
I know it sounds ridiculous
but I digress
I used to make actual
lists while talking to girls
as to why I shouldn’t be
talking to said girls
but sometimes against
my better judgement
or out of sheer desperation
I would want to meet occasionally
so after a little while on the phone
one night with a cute sounding girl
I got her address and headed her way
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It was about a half hour drive
with vague directions
roughly a decade before
regular people had GPS
I was somewhat familiar
with the area so I had that
going for me
as I made the left down
the dirt road into a trailer park
I started to get that
‘what the fuck are you doing’ feeling
and when I pulled up to the dilapidated
mobile home I audibly said
“what the fuck am I doing?”
I soldiered on
I got out of my car and
walked toward this movable home
I passed piles of trash
dogs on chains
and a beat up
El Camino on blocks
I knocked on the door
and a dirty kid answered
I asked for whoever
and the dirty kid screamed out
whoever somebody’s here for you
as I peered through the door
numerous inbred looking faces
looked back at me
there must have been ten
people in that living room
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Finally she emerged
in all her glory
we locked eyes
and both gave a good
once over to each other
I was shocked
but the first thing she said to me was
“you are bigger than I thought you would be”
I was taken aback
and a little embarrassed
but totally confused at the same time
because as I eyed her I noticed
a well defined at least eighth month
pregnant belly on her
I took a step back and said
“well that makes two of us”
I laughed and cursed all the way home
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No Reason
John D Robinson

We had been drinking for three days,
we’d hardly slept or eaten: we had
just opened a bottle of wine and he
came at me, I don’t know why:
the punch to my face came from
nowhere and I sprung back in
shock and then fired three
punches to his face and head and he
hit the floor and through his cut
lips he began laughing: I sat
down beside him, poured two
glasses, blood seeping from my
nose, discolouring the wine
as the sun began her descent,
as we embraced and waited
for something else to happen.
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Mean Debbie
Puma Perl

After Debbie Harry was mean to me
at her book signing
I drank some whiskey
and complained about her
to a guy I know in LA,
during our usual discussion
of black leather strap-ons,
wasted nights, and the hours
we should have spent fucking
instead of driving around in circles
the one time he ever visited
He was bewildered by all
the people walking
and crossing against lights
Not a drop of New York City
runs through his desert blood

From the beginning,
I’d been the more willing partner
Apparently, he’d possessed a set
of boundaries, a condition unknown
to me but not entirely unexpected
A few hours spent in a low rent
Queens hotel out by the airport
and we still write poems about it
a decade later; if we’d spent a week
we’d have a three-act play
or a Greek tragedy
Not sure which of us would die
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When I finished talking
to the LA guy, there was nothing
left for me to do except
drink more whiskey
and get fucked in the ass
by a New York City guy
so entrenched in urban life that
he’d never even learned to drive
As soon as he left my apartment
what did I do but call the California
guy to tell him all about it
Mean Debbie, the New York guy,
the fucking, the whole thing
I only told two people how mean
Debbie was to me that day,
the guy who fucked me
and the guy who didn’t
My only comfort is that
I probably had a better night
than Mean Debbie.
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Elvis Jesus and Your Memory at Walmart
Judge Santiago Burdon

Left toothbrush-less,
mine pilfered along with shampoo
deodorant, razors and other such
found me wasted in Walmart
thieving gnomes at the last homeless shelter
being my main suspects

His name tag said ELVIS
greeting customers at the gate
navigating shopping cart jockeys
with cherubs riding shotgun
My request for location of items
is answered Presley style:
“Past Housewares,” he Hound-Dog
lip curled in reply

Among waffle irons and toasters
in an aisle devoid of housewife print skirts
your memory purchased my thoughts
forging past bedding, linen sheets
how we once tangled and ravaged
Is that your image disappearing
into Lingerie

JESUS on his employee name badge
suffering from price tag neurosis
“Love potion? We don’t sell that
vagabundo polo,” he growled
beneath picante breath
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You told me I could find everything
I needed here, but not even Walmart
has what it would take
to make you love me again

I sure hope Target
is still open!
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Kiss the Witch  ~  John Yohe

The witch
is polishing her nails
on all twelve fingers
The witch is changing
the oil in her motorcycle
The witch is dancing
to Texas Blues
undulating her body in S’s
while rolling her hips in O’s
The witch is singing
in a minor key
The witch is being misunderstood by many people
The witch
surprisingly
does not wear black all the time
The witch
is wondering what to write
The witch is wearing sexy underwear
but only for herself
they make her feel good
The witch is swimming naked
in a cold mountain river
The witch is calling down thunder
and lightning
just because
The witch is conjuring demons:
Here little demons
come to Momma
The witch knows
that you know
that she knows
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that you think she is crazy
but she’s ok with that
The witch is swinging her pulaski
next to the fire
and her face
is smeared with sweat
dirt and ash
The witch
is camping out in the desert
with the eyes
of ringtail cats
watching her
The witch is directing a movie that takes place
in the near future
The witch travels all the time
by bus or train
or she flies
The witch is drinking massive amounts of beer
The witch is vomiting and regretting
The witch is practicing her fiddle
The witch would like to see peace in her lifetime
but also wishes the loud annoying people
next to her
would shut up
The witch is tuning her guitar
The witch is not casting a love spell
on you
that is so passé
if you can’t love her for herself
then fuck you
The witch thinks you have a lot of growing up to do
Nevertheless the witch will make you a chai with 
soy milk if you want
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The witch should be working on her next novel
but
she is forgetting to do something
Have pity on the witch
she works hard
and compared with most people in the world
she is doing less harm
than most
On second thought
the witch doesn’t need your pity
The witch
just wants your respect
The witch is seriously thinking about
becoming a lesbian
The witch has fantasies
But the witch also likes the cock
There is something about men
Which is both good and bad
But the witch supposes that is true of women too
The witch thinks she could be a nun
and live in a cloister
and not talk much
and meditate
But the witch goes out for a walk
barefoot
and it’s a nice day
there are lots of people out
and then the witch thinks that she needs this too
and would wither in a cloister
The witch is confused
The witch goes into a café
to have a jasmine tea
and think about it all
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And what does the witch think of you?
Does the witch think of you at all?
How can you talk to the witch?
Should you call the witch?
Should you send the witch an email?
Should you write the witch a poem?
Yes says the witch
you should always write the witch a poem!
But you don’t know if the witch really means it
You are never sure of the witch
and what the witch wants
You are not even sure the witch knows
what she wants
except for general things like happiness
and fat-free frozen yoghurt with M&Ms
But you?
That might depend
on the witch’s mood at the time
and how good your poetry is
She might not even approve
of referencing poetry
in a poem
But you think that if the witch got to know you
and invited you over for dinner
you might be able to finally kiss the witch
After some intellectual conversation first of course
And a bit of wine
Perhaps you could take a walk with the witch
in the semi-darkness
through a tunnel of fireflies
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Evening Machines
David Estringel

Painted ladies duck
from fiends under velvet skies,
‘round corners and doorways,

as God’s chosen saves
souls of passersby and
dogs in search of scraps.

Shirtless boys show’r girls
on stoops with shucks and jives to
clanking coins in cans

of bums, patrolling
slices of concrete, splashed with
piss and hot dog wat’r.

Street kids linger ‘round
fronts of liquor stores with fists
of cash, cruising dupes,

for ill-gotten smokes
and cheap beer before managers
close shop for the night.

‘lectric lines crackle
and neon signs hum above,
overseeing the chain-gang.
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After the Second Date
John D Robinson

‘You’re fucking nuts! You know that?’
Fucking crazy!” she screamed at me

It was 7:30 and I had to make it
into work within the hour

‘I don’t know what the fuck
you’re talking about, but
whatever the fuck it is,
forgive me,’ I said

‘You should feel ashamed
of yourself,’ she said

‘I do,’ I said

‘You can’t even remember what you
did and said last night, can you?’
she shrieked

It was true. ‘No’ I said

‘Well, you’re soon find out,’ she said
‘and if you’re looking for your shoes
you’ll find them in the freezer
where you put them last night!’

She turned and made for
the bathroom as I stumbled
towards the kitchen
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...and all the rest!
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Y'all Were Just the Pregame
Damian Rucci

Some say life is like a river
& we’re floating from the womb
to our caskets & you always try to hold on
but we all drift away from each other
so it’s best to sit on your hands &
watch the world pass you by-
watch the breeze greet grasses
you’ll never step on; watch the gulls
dance in cryptic seafoam winds
& some say life is like a race car
& nirvana can only be found with
the wind on your face, with a stampede
beneath your sternum, gulps of breath
are milestones to completion
life can end in a second & any second
without the thunder of release is too long
that the devil will get his due
once we get our hands on ours
but some say life is what you make of it,
that men should build monuments
out of their bones, to stack boulders
on their shoulders until they break the heavens
another obelisk smited by our limitations
& we all fall short & we all die
just a little more alone
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I want the last taste on my tongue
to be the bitter lightning of adrenaline
to have the hair on my arms marching
to the drum of my screaming heart
to feel the wind beat these hollow bones
like it was the chorus of cherub angels
You’ll know y’all were just the pregame
& that life can end in any second
& when that second takes me
just know that I fucking deserved it
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So I Could Have Something Again
William Taylor Jr.

The other night I bought a copy
of her old book of poetry.

I’m not sure why.

I’d been drinking a bit
and thinking about things
that have gone.

I’d long since gotten rid of the photographs
the texts, the underthings.

I guess I bought the book
just so I could have something again.

Like I said, I’d been drinking.

I’m browsing through it now,
hearing her voice.

She’s not as good a writer
as I remembered her to be

and there’s some comfort in that.

But when she was on, she was on
which is more than you can say
for most.
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And even the not so good poems
are still uniquely hers, which is
also more than you can say for most.

On the page she’s tough and mean,
all sex and trouble and above all else
a burning desire to live.

Her softness doesn’t come
through much, or her humor.
But she was sometimes soft
and I’ve never known truer laughter.

But all of this was years ago.

I don’t think she writes poetry anymore.
You can’t find her on social media.

Just another ghost in a world
lousy with ghosts.

I guess it’s good that I don’t have to see
who she’s flirting with, her dumbass kids
or who she’s married to.

I thumb through it a while then give the book
it’s rightful place on the shelf, wedged in
between Keats and D.H. Lawrence;

all those tough sexy poems she wrote
for everyone but me.
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supermarket tough guys
John Grochalski

his cart
is practically up our asses

he’s angry, obviously
for having to grocery shop

or whatever white, male malaise
has caught his eye that day

maybe his sports team lost

he clearly wants to run over us
though we are no meanderers

when he passes us, my wife says
run up my ass, why don’t you

he stops and turns around
with a practiced clint eastwood glare

the kind that used to scare his wife or his kids

he says, did you call me an ass?

my wife says, no, i was talking to my husband

she points to me
so, of course, i have say,
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and even if she did call you an ass
there’s not a goddamned thing you can do about it

he doesn’t seem to like that
starts ranting and raving at us

until my wife says, why don’t you calm the fuck 
down

his eyes bug out

like no woman
in the history of his white, male reign on earth
has ever told him to calm down before

he takes a step forward
so i do the same

almost nose to nose in the fresh meat aisle

as people around us pick pork chops
and plan their evening meals

supermarket tough guys on a monday morning

middle aged men
doin’ the toxic masculinity rag

i tell him why don’t we take this outside

though i don’t think
i’ve ever told anyone
to take something outside
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it seems funny to me to even say it

he glares at me a moment, contemplating

then he says,
as soon as i finish my grocery shopping, pal

storms away with his cart
full of red meat
and potato chips

while i stand there
chest puffed and fists clinched

heart beating a mile a minute

until my wife snaps me out of it
and says to me

now, where in the hell in this place

do they keep
the goddamned chicken?
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everyone remembers the first time they realize how
truly fucked up they are  ~  Mela Blust

i started unbuttoning my blouse
to show the police officer
the tops of my breasts;

kept unbuttoning to indicate
that i would go all the way
to avoid this altercation

i was young and stupid
doing fifty in a forty
with a tiny baggie of blow
tucked in my pocket

he placed his hand
delicately onto my own
and said “stop speeding honey,
i don’t need to see anything”

in my head, i knew
i’d won the game
gotten out of a ticket
or worse

in my loins, a pathetic,
persistent tingling
in my heart, an empty sadness

that a man
had turned down
seeing my tits
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they had
Wolfgang Carstens

this thing—
call it a bond,
a game,
their special secret
moment.

he would only
phone her
when he was
blacked-out drunk.

they’d talk poetry,
philosophy,
art.

she
was in love
with his mind

and
made him promise
to never stop.

this secret
Jekyll and Hyde love affair
went on for years.
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when Jekyll
quit drinking,
however,

Hyde
stopped phoning—

breaking
a promise he
never made

to a woman
he couldn’t
remember.

yet,
every time
the phone rings
late at night

she never
forgets.
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Even Though Ginsberg is Dead
William Taylor Jr.

Cafe Trieste in North Beach on a Sunday afternoon
is still a place to be seen

even though Ginsberg is dead
and Kerouac is dead
even though Ferlinghetti is dead
and Paul Katner is dead
even though old Jack Hirschman is dead

even though everybody who was ever anybody is 
dead
they’re still here posing and pretending

millennial hipsters and fading hippies
bohemians and businessmen

with their espresso and mineral water
their laptops and fashionable notebooks
their flamboyantly scribbled words that nothing
much will come of

no one here high on anything stronger than caffeine
but for me and a woman at a table across the room
with golden earrings and a glass of red wine

her laughter like a torch in a graveyard
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she’s the only one here with any grace
or style, and she surely knows it

like something in technicolor
something from a time long gone
they forgot to cancel

she meets my gaze and condemns me
with the rest of them as she should

and then she’s gone

and it’s just me and the rest of the fools
talking nonsense and looking at their phones
dreaming they are doing something immortal

it’s all too dreary and I take my beer
outside where it’s easier

to be seen.
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Nong Kai Train
John Gartland

An old Bangkok hand,
was drinking with me
on the Nong Kai train.
“Same old story, I’m afraid,
‘Don’t ever rent a room without
a spy-hole and a chain, my friend.
The girl says she’ll get more to smoke,
and calls someone, then gets the door,
they burst into your hotel room,
she’s gone, and now you’re ransom bait
for crooked cop extortionists
that work out of their station
in Thong Lo.
Your wrists are cut from
handcuffs, for a while, but …

The girl? … sold you out
to stay out of jail, probably.
None of them want to go back
to the monkey house, certainly.

In the station, as cops pocketed
my cash, and checked my cards,
I recognized the officer in charge
as one of my ex-graduates
from TLAK University. He’d been one
of the few with any English skills.
Guess the family business never will be
sexy as the drug trade in a uniform.”
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He laughed aloud, as the night blew in,
and the fields rushed by,
and I’d rate that as a major high,
that night on the Nong Kai train.

“I got off with a less than crippling bribe.
He wouldn’t want the TLAK Alumni
tribe at their bullshit banquets,
hearing he’s corrupt. But, after all,
why else do people join the police?”
Never, never rent a room without
a spyhole and a chain.
Sounds like a comic opera song
or some virginal refrain;
or the cool night breeze
he’s shooting
on the Nong Kai train.

“You bear the wounds of handcuffs
for a while, but …
that gut-paranoia never goes,
ammoniac fear that whips you sober.
Could be a social paradigm in there,
who knows? For students of police states.”

The steward brought more drinks;
and the night was far from over;
with a sweet breeze off the ricelands,
as the night blew in,
and the fields rushed by;
and we rode, with the immortals,
on the night train to Nong Kai.
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The Way We Came
James Diaz

all that we lost
returning to us
somehow / in the dead
of light / this mad laughter
carried on the wind

the man just barely holding on
against a 7-Eleven wall
repeating the word “mom,”
into the night
reminds you
how important it is to care
for a stranger’s pain
and why not start now

and so you do
you ask him his name
and a little about his mother
who, come to find out
has been dead for 20 years
“still feels like yesterday,” he says
through a wet slosh of hair
and it’s all right there
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“are you helping or are you hurting?“
someone has painted on the walls all across town,
are you getting this down?

you need to know
that there are so few reasons why
we are here at all
and they start small

and like this thing that will only get worse
if you don’t do something about it
like opening up a window
and instead of jumping out
just breathing in
you gotta know sometimes
that just holding on is enough for one day.
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supermodel in the neon meat locker
PJ Grollet

she wasn’t much to look at—short,
wiry and shrill. a supermodel with
curly brown hair who thought
she was the hottest thing on the planet.

during the shoots, the director posed her
into increasingly ridiculous scenes to which
she responded with glee.

the first shoot was the library.

a giant, mechanical, hairy arm extended from
the ceiling; it went up, down and into
the aisles and she was ordered to run around it
like a scene out of King Kong.

the next photo shoot was the neon meat locker.

the model wore mirrored aviator sunglasses, a
sequined mini dress and a white fur coat.

she posed pretty before the fresh slabs
of meat as the photographer shot
the photos and his assistant
doused her with buckets of blood.

they mercilessly mocked her (and
she still didn’t get it).
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the director of the shoot then ordered her to
growl like an animal.

“whelp like a whipped dog!” he said.

boastingly, the model replied, “oh, I can
do that! I did the same thing for the
movie I was in last year!”

they splashed her with another bucket of blood
and then the director said,
“what if I said your dad was
in hell so you could have your
modeling career?”

“oh, come on!” she said, “that’s not fair!”
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Murder, We Wrote
Alexander Poster

When we played Clue as a family,
Miss Scarlet always was the killer.
It was my mother’s warning
about a certain type of woman.
As a young Professor Plum
In the study with a candlestick
Guess who I pursued?

I don’t like to dedicate poems
But this one is for the harlots
In the room.
The ones who don’t yet want to kill me.
The ones with scars where they shouldn’t be.
The ones that actually need the unpoetic trigger 
warning I should
Have just given.

Passion by both its definitions
Is a form of consideration
And the passion you gave me was a roll
Of the dice.
Through laughter and lacrimation
Verity and vulnerability
Your crazy intertwined with mine
As we took each other’s meds
Which were the same.
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I suspect
It is a crime
Against all genders
That the game lacks
A character, masculine and moonstruck,
Easy and wild.

Make an accusation,
Open the envelope
And pull out the card I drew of myself.
My mother hated when I did that.
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Office After-Hours
Paige Johnson

Once the microphones have wilted,
their laser targets disarmed dotless,
we lower from stuffy leather seats
to dusty floorboards and bean bags.

Matches kiss candle wicks
above blood-red mahogany,
splattering the wall with mauve
shadows for a friendly séance:
a meetup with old acquaintances
and enemies young enough
to find mutable, moldable.

The crinkle of ketamine tablets
from pop-out rounds, the dig
of your long, pale fingers into
the abyss of your sable suit
jacket, always arouses me.

The rush starts in my heart
and heads south, like the
cells in my aorta are home-
ward bound cars on the
Autobahn: opal speedsters.
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Nobody’s as slick as you, though.
And I don’t mean the Brylcreem
part in your auburn locks or the
starlit twinkle off your bezel head.
But the fluidity with which you pass
one tablet from tray to tongue,
from yours to mine like waves
jostling a buoy back and forth.

The taste should be TV static,
cherry-peppermint La Croix,
but I only notice your cinnamon
tin sweetness and toothpaste.
What should overwhelm me is
the gaggy smell of baby powder
and Rx glove oxidation from the
blister pack, but I only notice your
cool water cologne, lint-rolled lapels,
their bursts of veranda-flower breeze.
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If we keep our eyes squinted,
the room should transform
soon: from bookshelves,
storage blocks, and
egg carton foam
soundproofing
to volcanic sunsets
from rice-paper windows,
the exhilaration of entrapment
in closed convenience stores, and
wall-carpeted step-down trip caves
that trump ski lodges in cocoa coziness.

If we keep our fingers threaded
while our mouths fill with moon water,
we won’t feel so ashamed when the soggy
rocks dribble out. Lunar larvae, you’ve dubbed it.
“Debris of the cerebellum that alter balance, took
away your natural lightness, springy space boots.”

We reclaim it all in one ring around the midnight 
sun.
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Lady Breezy
Walt Shulits

Show some respect for the late Lady Breezy
Despite intimations she lived her life sleazy
And men forever fantasised her easy-
That they could do whatever they please-y.

Born into circumstance utterly glum,
Deserted by father, disowned by her mum,
Thoroughly alone, she refused to succumb,
Determined to prove that she was not scum.

Not yet adult but more woman than child,
Needing boundaries but from society exiled,
An elegant gentleman with a kind smile—
Breezy was beguiled and soon after defiled.

Now awakened by adolescent stain,
Aware of the power in her body and brain,
Sensing no limits to what she could attain,
She began to plot her lifelong campaign.

First, for a rich man in age very senior
She took work as a cook and a cleaner.
As in Pygmalion, he refined her demeanour
Assuming in bed the right to demean her.
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Next came the case of the portly barrister
Who ostensibly courted but clearly harassed her.
In return for caressing her skin alabaster,
He wrote a letter to the uni headmaster.

To study law then specialise in divorce
Was completely logical given her life’s course.
In court she proved an unstoppable force,
To cheating husbands she showed no remorse.

Fame and fortune arrived Godspeed
Providing the means for pursuing her creed:
Brandishing sword on galloping steed,
Protectress of women and children in need.

Serving her gender was not about charity,
Having herself suffered barbarity.
Men cringed at her ruthless temerity:
A woman with power- a frightening rarity.

Still she yearned for a man she could trust
With humility, intelligence, and feelings robust,
Guided by more than a soulless lust,
Delving beyond her legs and her bust.
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Finally she met that special someone,
Her long crusade apparently won.
Once again her world came undone
When he fathered a bastard son.

At this point, certainly no surprise,
She vowed vengeance on masculine lies.
Seductively flirting and flashing her thighs,
Breezy lured men to painful demise.

No longer rational, mentally sick,
She contrived a technique both crafty and quick:
Puckering her lips and feigning to lick,
Meanwhile her handgun blasted his prick.

Fourteen crimes left an easy trail-
Breezy was sentenced to lifetime in jail.
Defeated and shattered with no chance to prevail,
She died in two months, thus ending her tale.

So pay your respects to the late Lady Breezy.
Being a woman has never been easy.
Men, if her tale has rendered you queasy,
Learn to show respect, never act sleazy.
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Clinging
John Tustin

Clinging to your bogus patriotism
and your antique religion:
your misguided and blind acceptance of
– and deference to-
the family,
as if they are a connection of lily pads
leading from shore to paradisical shore.

Each false feeling, every comfortable untruth
sinking you deeper into your complacent morass.

You redesign your mind in orange florescence
and knock down all the load-bearing walls
for the sake of aesthetics.

There you are,
clinging to the life raft of sentiment.
There you are,
clinging to the clods of misguided duty.
There you are,
shining a torch into the already well-lit corners.
There you are,
behind the barbed wire
of blanketed rage and human frailty;
of human stupidity and human pride.
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With the subtlety of a rhinoceros,
charging to the foot of the volcano
then standing fast;
painting little acrylic islands
on fingernails that have never felt dirt underneath.
The lava escapes the volcano,
down the other side,

rushing down toward all you know.
As you pretend standing guard,
all of your life and love is devoured
in the flame and the spew and the ash;
in the vitriolic spume much like that
which constantly emerges
from your own dumb and insatiable,
platitude-filled,
execrable mouth.
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Neon Gods
David Estringel

Sacred footsteps
of pilgrims and
street PrOphETS
atop
piss-stained lottery tickets and
dirty hypodermics—
like rose petals, strewn
under maidens’ tender feet—
pave the way
to playing card Meccas
beyond doors
to salvation/damnation,
below fiery eyes that cut
the night (and souls) in two
with gazes and blinks
(but never sleep).

Quite the price to pay
to cross these fickle streams
that run
sacrificial red
with self-severings
of thigh bone and fat,
savory-sweet
and spiced with lotus wine—
offerings
in want of burning
on conjured stages and
electric alters
for Vanity’s spectacle.
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How divine
the honied stench
of auto vivisections (splayed out
for all to see),
making followers and
the blue birds that tweet
forget
appetites and tastes for
eyes (for eyes) and teeth (for teeth)—
for the sake of ounces (of fame)
for pounds (of flesh)—
like cold Lethe
and her gentle lapping,
smooth, of jagged rocks
upon Hell’s bitter shores.

Let us pray
(for emergence
from this opiate haze
and a quick flip of the switch).

Amen.
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drydream
Scott Ferry

i wake up one morning with my mental cereal
in the fridge and my milk in the cupboard
my penis holds up my glasses
my eyes gauze in prayer
i have already begun to slip
worms in mouths and tongues on hooks
the arrhythmias have foretold it all along
if i flip it along the purkinje fibers
the heart becomes an insular sun
don’t forget to clean up
the semen on the catastrophes
i haven’t even cum yet and i’m already asleep
so the changes have begun crow craw on
vinyl and thelonius twinkles through the
tinkle i don’t reason this is a slack-kneed prophecy
that this is a foreskin lantern of lost gods
i can’t shake the rubbertongue
can’t breathe without cost can’t dance
without rubbing some nipple can’t wash
this electric fence with holy hoses and yes
when i wake i am a lobster in an egret suit
with a case of dildos and a jesus bicycle
i can’t ride either so this must be
another broken river regurgitating
milk-bloated sirens all their eyes
coins
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Grasp
Jodie Baeyens

You, who came to my bed
With just a book of Shakespeare
And took me as your lover
And read me sonnets
As your hands caressed
My naked body

You, who came to my bed
And took me as your lover
With such false confidence
That I believed each word you said
When you explored my body
And read me Baudelaire

You, who took a girl as a lover
Who you thought was a woman
You, who I thought was a man
When you were still a boy
Your hands tracing the skin above my hips
And read me the poetry you wrote

You, who took me as your lover
Come back to my bed
You, now a man with softly graying hair
Take me as I am
Leave the poetry on the bedside table
You’ve nothing left to prove
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Talk About Poetry
Daniel S. Irwin

Aw, man, not again.
I don’t wanna
Talk about poetry.
Read it/don’t read it.
Get it/don’t get it.
You don’t need to
Wrap your life around it.
I don’t give a shit how
Iambic your pentameter is
Or if the point was boldly
Blatant or cleverly hidden.
It’s like a piece of art.
It hits you without
The need to dissect it.
You want profound?
Your world moved?
A religious experience?
Get on the highway,
Turn off your headlights,
Drive in the oncoming lane.
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On the Way Up
John D Robinson

When I last saw him
he told me he was
climbing to the stars,
that he was living the
dream, that paradise
was in every breath
and that love could
never be defined
but he was ascending
a stairwell toward a
higher understanding
of being
and he was found
dead in his lonely
room,
with lonely photographs
and lonely possessions
and lonely memories,
just like the breeze,
belonging to no one
but touching us all
even
just for that pure
instant disappearing
moment of
truth.
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Noah David Roberts
Movement and Play

Will you write a poem about me,
I want to be a muse

I move through desecrated boneyards
through empty vessels

I move through the memory
of time and what time is,

the burden of healing is upon me
and only me, generations of

will you write a poem about me,
I want to be a muse

cast upon the month of April
cast upon the sea

cast upon the water, dark water
which seems to be the whole world,
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wearing nothing but a kimono
in dim thunderstorm evening,

I move through deserted cobblestone
move through drunken alleys,

move through play and ropes,
move through nurses and klonopin,

move through eternity with one eyeball
locked upon the sunlight

casting shadows upon darkness,
I want to be a muse

will you write a poem about me?
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Give it here
James Diaz

For you
the extra mile
the long talk
the last sip
all I have
and then some

mountains
move em

forget the world
here is a hand
that knows
the dirt
the blood
lost to blood

for you
the very last mile
bullets from every direction
the hardest part
the very last bite
the other shoe

this back; climb on
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I hear them down below
sayin; just jump already
they don’t even live in the same world as us

whatever it is
give it here
I’ve got you

whoever you are
reading this
right now
when your night is long
and you can’t shorten the distance
between your hand and your heart
I’ll do what I can
to see you through it

I want to see you through it.
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No Promises
Joseph Farley

I can make you no promises that I can keep.
In a moment of need I’ll say anything.

Tomorrow. Tomorrow. That’s easiest to say.
Just put off any thought that might interfere
with the matter at hand.

With luck one of us will forget what was said,
or what was asked, most likely me,
but you could forget as well.

That depends on luck, or what we were drinking.
Neither is a sound reason for a bet.

I should keep all my promises, all of them,
in a box in the garage, hidden in plain sight

along with the old car tires, the broken lawnmower,
and the hundred pound bag or road salt
kept for rare days when it snows.

That’s the only way I can keep a promise,
but it would involve too much writing
and rearranging the existing mess in the garage.
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It would be better
for both of us if I made no promises,
and you never tried to force me into being a liar.

This is a good night for what we are now.
Don’t say anything about tomorrow or the day after.

Such words would jinx the moment,
and we only have so many moments.
Maybe we need a box to save them in as well.
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flows like water
J.J. Campbell

i had a friend tell me
years ago, if i was serious
about suicide i should write
the note in blood

this is what happens when
the gin flows like water

old girlfriends have nothing
but evil dripping out of
their eyes

dead grandparents start
telling stories from the
great depression

the old poets will make
you understand what
heartbreak really is

and your lady of the night

her lips will taste like
what hope used to be
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you feign choking on
your own brilliance

an old trick learned
back when your ego
was still unbreakable

now that fucker is riddled
with so many bullets the
alcohol never stays in

put up a good fight
and never forget

you always have an irish
goodbye tucked in your
back pocket
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Small Talk
Ruth Niemiec

I think you misunderstood
I ordered an oat milk latte
This is clearly a cow’s milk latte

Let me make it clear
I don’t want milk from the bosom
of an animal
of a mammal
Oats suit me just fine
crush them,
pulverise them
mmm make it violent
Yum, yum

I don’t ask for blood transfusions
I want my blood
in my veins
dripping wet gold
on my chains

I think you misunderstood me
Just the coffee beans with oat milk
Thanks
That’s enough to wake me
from the dread of existence
Take the sleep
from my eyes
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Take a hit
that dark blend
ahhh
and hope that I awake to
motivate myself to
run to work sweating
sit at my desk and say thanks
and yes

I ask my former self
the sperm
why did you swim
so fast
are you punishing me for pain

Sorry mister!
Barista!
I zoned out, haha
sorry, yes, no, thank you

Yeah, I just prefer oat milk in my lattes
Have a great day
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Toasting the French Symbolists With Phony 
Absinthe at Vesuvio's on Columbus
Jay Passer

I hate poets, I said.
why do you write poetry then, she asked.
because I’m one of a kind, I said.
what about the Beats, she asked,
what about Emily Dickinson.
you want Chinese? I asked. Yee’s is good,
and cheap.
you said you idolized e.e. cummings, she said, 
when you were in high school.
I’d rather talk to a painter any day, I said.
poets are filthy animals.
but one of a kind, she inclined,
like from Noah’s Ark.
don’t be funny, I said. let’s have a toast.
why’s this stuff green, anyway, she asked.
the leaky brain of Verlaine, I said,
with a hotshot of Rimbaud.
how about some pasta, she said,
how about Little Joe’s.
I’d commit suicide, I said, if I could afford to.
you could jump off the Golden Gate, she offered.
but that would tarnish my renown, I pointed out,
as a maverick.
I guess it’s easier than getting a job, she said.
fuck the police, I said.
speaking of, she said, how’re we gonna pay for this.
toilets don’t clean themselves, I said
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It's Come True
David J. Thompson

I was in the delivery room for the birth,
couldn’t tell there was anything wrong-
the baby just a gooey, crying mess. Later,
after they cleaned it up, the nurse turned
her head when she handed him to me.
When I pulled back the little blue blanket
to see my son’s face for the first time,
I was ready to coo and make silly faces,
but instead all I said was, Oh, shit, walked
quickly over to the bed and shoved him
at my wife. Goddamnit, I said. It’s come true.
It was a Friday night about nine months ago,
we were both worn out by the work week.
We were feeling silly, watching a Tarzan movie
on TCM, and drinking way too fucking much
of my homemade banana wine. We started
horsing around on the couch as we watched
Cheetah laughing and dancing around clapping
when the always near- naked Tarzan and Jane
disappeared into their tree house love nest.
We, too, then shut off the tv, grabbed the rest
of the yellow nectar, and bounded into the bedroom.
I helped her pulled off her jeans in a hurry, and
she got on top of me with my pants still around
my ankles. Oh, my God, she said when we were
finished with each other and sharing a cigarette.
Your banana wine is going to make
a monkey out of me.
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the death days
John Sweet

says that fucker camus

says the idea of ideas, and i
see what he means but i
still believe in both words and the
silences between them

i still believe in love as something
more than some cynical
top 40 hit

and sid, who killed nancy,
or sid, who didn’t, but she’s dead either
way while the ghost of god endures

and were you drunk on the
night you pulled the trigger?

Jesus

just give me a straight answer, okay?

spare me all of that
patti smith bullshit

spare me rimbaud & burroughs &
horses and all of
that vacuous 1975 hipster crap
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all of that self-righteous sanctity

what’s left at the end of each day
is a false king waiting to
rape your children

a ship filled with fire moving
slowly towards some new world

the death days, which we
always mistake for
the best times of our lives
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Old 45s
William Taylor Jr.

After she’s made dinner
after they drink and fight
have sex and watch
the television
after he goes to bed
she stays up and drinks
tequila and dances
alone to old 45s
Dusty Springfield
Patsy Cline
The Shangri-las
and for a few hours
she forgets about
the debt
and the doubt
the things he said
the things she said
and where it’s all
surely headed
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she gets lost
in old songs
and for a while lives
in the music that sings
of other times
when the world
was different
when she said
pretty things
to pretty people
and tomorrow wasn’t
always something to dread
she has to be at work
in 5 hours and she
says just one more
shot and turns
the record
over.
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Diego Rivera is My Hero
Jon Bennett

Diego Rivera was very fat
hugely overweight
all day long up and down
the scaffolding, holding brushes
over his head
it didn’t matter
he ate the world
Diego Rivera didn’t
go on a diet or quit smoking
yet the women flocked to him
his ponderous belly
his cigarette breath and
infidelity only made him
more attractive
Diego Rivera was a man
of the people
who had no defense
against his monstrous
appetites
and Frida was tiny and strong
and put up with him
Maybe I need
to be a man like him
to find a woman
like her.
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The Performance Poet
Mather Schneider

He was a drama major
took voice lessons
studied the art of gesticulation
and facial movement
(he can say volumes
with just an eyebrow.)
He combs his hair
dresses tastefully
doesn’t want anything to distract the audience
from his art
wants to connect with the largest number of people
like a real estate agent
or a car salesman.
He’s got a nice smile
a complexion a 24-year-old girl
would kill for, damn
does he sleep in a vat
of Vaseline?
And he stands erect and confident, the microphone
is his best friend.
He doesn’t read his stuff, this mo-fo
has memorized it!
He’s practiced
he’s trained
he’s not messing around.
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He PROJECTS
and scans the audience
back and forth
to and fro
totally natural
no one feels left out.
What a performer!
He gets them hootin’ and hollerin’!
The applause, oh lordy
deafening
2, 3 minutes long, people
are on their feet,
creaming themselves,
their heads are spinning,
they’re speaking in tongues,
they’re crawling around
on all fours,
jumping up, saluting, drooling,
reaching out, arms waving,
smacking themselves in the face, crossing
their chests,
shitting their drawers.
Sing it brother!
Preach it man!
He supports arts and teachers, he’s very
supportive, he’s passionate.
In fact he IS a teacher.
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He loves his job.
He’s like a supercool teacher
on a PBS special
who treats all the students fairly
even the poor and the ugly
and the stupid ones.
He is severe when needed
and compassionate when needed.
He’s a good guy, he’ll loan you
a dollar
or a pen.
He corrects his friends’ grammar
at barbecues
he knows how irritating that is
but he still does it.
It’s cute, he can
laugh at himself, he’s a regular
fella.
People adore him, he is simply
adored.
I watch his Youtube videos
and am in awe.
My mouth drops open
and I laugh
and nod my head at the perfection
of the openings
and closings.
The middles are good too, it’s all
soundly cadenced
and crafted, like a symphony.
The occasional cuss word, you know,
for effect.
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Polished, sober, sane, what the hell
planet is this guy from?
How to Win Friends and Influence People
is sticking out of his back pocket.
Firm ass.
He’s a kick at cocktail parties.
His wife is pretty
but not too pretty
and his kids are cute
but not too cute.
The man is talented, no getting
around it.
Probably jogs.
Perfect teeth, I’ll bet
he flosses.
Does he have a shed
out behind his suburban house
lined with newspapers
where he cuts up stray dogs
wearing nothing but a
pair of flip-flops?
The sonorous, handsome
bastard,
we’ll see how big he is
when I post my one-star review.
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Outlaw Wanderer’s Last Words
Mendes Biondo

After a long ride
While the snow is falling
And your hands are hurting
Broken feet and legs
You tired and godless

After all the icy rivers
The bears in the middle of the wood
Screams of Indians claiming their lands
Rattlesnakes and wolves
You scared and alone

After all the people you lost
False friends made in saloons
Moans of women who won’t remember your name
Gamblers and brothers
You betrayed and lonely

After all this great mess
The clouds will dance away from the moon

Bright stars to follow for the promised land
Gold and water
You blessed and holy

The moment when the tear falls
Life and its deep meaning
Before your very eyes

Suddenly, the truth
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Steady as She Goes
Joseph Fulkerson

Rise and shine
Part your hair on the left
Make sure to brush and floss
No cavities will be tolerated
Don’t want to get the dreaded
-GINGIVITIS-

Hide your tattoos
Tuck in your shirt
and stop slouching

Eat your greens
Do your homework
Pay your taxes
Go to church
Get married and settle down
Your upside down mortgage
not withstanding
The kiddos will need a college fund
Don’t forget the employer-matched
401k up to 6%
Embrace the two-party system
your choices being:
-either-
-or-
It’s the same choice regardless;
death by a thousand cuts, or
a thousand little compromises
Don’t rock the boat
Keep one foot in front of the other
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Careful not to say anything
too progressive
too conservative
Wouldn’t want to make waves
make anyone feel uncomfortable

It would be a shame to tarnish
your spotless record of never
having anything to add
Right down the middle
Keep it between the lines
You can’t hold an opinion
so controversial
as to upset the order of things
People may think you’ve gone
and taken a side

You need to keep them guessing
as to what you stand for
if anything at all
Once as a young boy
There were two girls that liked me
both named Sarah
They called me on the telephone
asking which Sarah I liked the best
They told me I had to choose
Make one girl happy
make one cry
I was damned either way
So I chose
and have been choosing
the wrong Sarah
ever since
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a little hole in the carpet
J.J. Campbell

it’s the sound of coltrane
on a rainy evening

a glass of wine spilled
on the floor

yet another bent spoon
burning a little hole
in the carpet

you don’t think of
yourself as a junkie

you are a hip cat
from another planet
with a bit of soul
and still a little class

a top hat given to
you from the last
homeless man you
stole cigarettes from
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you like to tell that
story as a game of
poker among old
friends

even aliens believe in
honor among thieves

but as the sound builds
on that old record player

the thirst arrives yet again

you still believe in redemption,
love and whatever it takes to
get a piece of ass these days

and you’ll gladly get back to
that discussion as soon as you
find a decent looking needle
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The Last Summer Sun
Mendes Biondo

there will be farewells and goodbyes
words of reassurance
eyes full of tears
but not now

there will be the smell of train brakes
at some provincial railway station
rivers swollen with fall rain
but not now

there will be our last hug
the sun fleeing to the west
shining on all windows
but not now

now there are fingers intertwined
hot and lustful kisses
your breasts still full of summer
and the slow dance of your womb
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now there is your skin
now there is your hair
now your eyes surround me
in the warmth of their embrace

autumn will come
with his cap of dead leaves
and the chill of the new season
but not now

now we are here
naked and on fire
burning in the flames
of the last summer sun
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This Is The Jacket
David J. Thompson

Last night my girlfriend came to bed
wearing only a brown leather jacket.
Wow, I said, cool jacket, but then
she pointed to a hole in it. Oh, that sucks,
I told her. It’s ruined. No, she answered
in between kissing me and reaching
into my boxers. This is the jacket
Andy Warhol was wearing back in ‘68
when that crazy woman shot him.
My Aunt Donna was working then
as Warhol’s mom’s visiting nurse.
She wanted to throw it out,
so my aunt just grabbed it.

The jacket ended up somewhere
on the floor by the time we finished.
I whispered in her ear if she was thinking
what I was thinking. Of course, she said
swinging her legs out of bed. Two bowls
of Campbell’s tomato soup, coming right up.
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No Gideon Bibles
Judge Santiago Burdon

There are no Gideon Bibles
At the Chelsea Hotel
Many a famous artist
Seems to know it well

Bob Dylan wrote a song there
Dylan Thomas lived his poems
Ginsberg and Kerouac stayed there
And Janis Joplin and Leonard Cohen

There’s always a vacancy
At the Chelsea
Get a room without a phone
Drinking Mad Dog in the lobby
Or get drunk in your room alone

Thomas Wolfe wrote a novel there
William Burroughs shot his dope
Diego Rivera cheated on Frieda
Sid Vicious cut Nancy’s throat

If the manager doesn’t like you
He’ll kick your ass out the door
If you’re broke but you look alright
You can sleep on the hallway floor

There are no Gideon Bibles
At the Chelsea Hotel
When I get back to New York City
Gonna stay there and raise some Hell
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Something to Write About
Damian Rucci

I don’t hang out with the devil
much anymore but he still calls
from time to time; when it’s night
or when it’s morning or when
these stubborn feet don’t wanna move
or when the bed calls me to sleep
before it is even ten pm
I don’t tell my girl
but he leaves voicemails every so often
asks me can I even remember
the last time I’ve tasted three am?
Asks me can I remember the last time
I’ve felt like Adonis? Been the Uberman?
Grooved my footsteps into the wooden floors?
Can I still get it up without a burning nose?
Do the whispers still keep me up at night?
Do I really feel comfortable
in the realm of the living?
Because I’ve lived a thousand lives before dusk
I’ve haunted midwestern cow towns
for cigarettes and adventure
I’ve sold my last ounce of honor
for a bowl of Elysium in dim-lit rooms
I’ve slain friends in my hearts
over minor quarrels and burned effigies
of my future in gasoline pyres
linoleum melting from the house
like crystal balls dripping through the hands
of the soothsayers
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I’d say I didn’t know any better
but I’d be lying, I saw the crash
before I ever even signed my name
but I guess I needed to find my way
I guess I needed to see oblivion
for myself, I guess I needed a scar
I could write about
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